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Preface
Choosing last spring to culminate my undergraduate education with the writing of
an honors thesis in anthropology, I decided to spend a summer on Martha's Vineyard, the
island home of many of my relatives on my mother's side, examining issues affecting the
local Wampanoag tribe of Aquinnah. In my fIrst meetings with officers of the Aquinnah
Wampanoag, a Federally Recognized Tribe, I learned about several important recent and
ongoing developments that looked like promising thesis topics. Though I was initially
interested in researching a controversial zoning dispute between the Wampanoag Tribe
and the local governments on the Island, tribal officers said I probably could not pursue
the topic openly, for that dispute was and still is currently in the court system. Looking

•

for alternative topics, I beard about the tribe's involvement in the effort to clean up
Nornans Land, an island off Martha's Vineyard's southwest coast, which had been
damaged by repeated bombings during its years under Navy occupation. After speaking
with Jackie Grey. a graduate student who was then examining the evolution of relations
between tribal and non-tribal power structures on Martha's Vineyard, I decided that the
campaign to clean up Nomans Land offered both practical and theoretical possibilities for
exploring the dynamics of a community's development in New England, analyzing the
role of bureaucracy in negotiations between tribal, state, and national organizations, and
assessing the impacts of history, myth, and the ethnogenesis of Aquinnah.
Before pursuing the cleanup effort in detail, I extensively researched the history
of the tribe on the island through primary documents at the Dukes County Historical
Society and Registry of Deeds and through the few history books written about Martha's
Vineyard, the Town of Aquinnah, and the tribe itself. The Town Halls of Aquinnah and
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Chilmark, as repositories of documentation on the cleanup effort, were useful places to
analyze the conflict as a public issue. Furthermore, the local Town Halls proved to be
useful field sites for assessing community differences, a5 [ observed variations in the
display of documentation and in the attitudes of civH employees to the tribe's campaign.
For example, though the Wampanoag Natural Resources Department had a trigWy
organized collection of records on Nomans Land, Aquinnah Town Hall, only a short
distance away, had some of lthe most disorganized records of the cleanup of any
repository on 'the island. Chilmark Town Hall, on the other hand, was

organi~d,

Ithough

I frequently heard! sentiments from employees that the tribe's engagement in negotiations
was actually "s,talling" the cleanup process.
The extensive archives maintained by the Wamp~anoag on Nomans Land's past
history and recent history of the cleanup included a record of all the reports published by
Foster Wheeler, the environmental contractor working for the Navy. These reports

•

contained responses written by the public, governmental organizations, and
environmental activist groups., and reading these correspondences enabled me to begin Ito
understand the complex perspectives relating to the isla_nd's restoration. In addition to
extensive print sources, I also spoke with 'several tribal officers about the conflict, and!
those discussions provided valuable first-handl accounts, crucial to assessing the wide
range of opinion within the Wampanoag tribe. Even among the tribal officers, however,
there were variances in perspective.
Nan Doty, the tribe's Education Director, helped me find a topic that would be
readily accessible, and her anecdotes as a resident of Chilmark and a

non~member

tribal

employee raised interesting questions about the role of non~Wampanoag supporters.
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Brett Stearns, the associate planner for the tribe's Natural Resources department,
provided invaluable knowledge about struggles to preserve cultural resources in the face
of island construction. Freddie Rundlet, the tribe's Health Director and one of the more
passionate tribal officials, assisted me in understanding tribal heath issues as well as the
multiple "narratives" about Nomans Land and its relationship to Aquinnah and Martha's
Vineyard. Jim Fuller, the tribe's Economic Development Officer, knew the legal aspects
of the sale of tribal land and was invaluable in sorting through documents at the Registry
of Deeds. Jeff Day, the tribe's conservation ranger, was one of the main authorities in the
cleanup campaign and a helpful resource for understanding the many efforts to preserve
natural and cultural resources on Martha's Vineyard. Finally, Beverly Wright, the
Chairperson of the tribe, spoke to me about the opinion of the tribal council and about
some of her personal experiences growing up on Martha's Vineyard during the years
Nomans Land was extensively bombed.
This paper seeks to first give a historical background to the issues now arising
between the tribe and various local, state, and federal organizations. Once a historical
narrative is established, I aim to understand the ways the development of Aquinnah as a
town of Warnpanoag and nom-Wampanoag peoples, the formation of personal and
collective perspectives, and the existence of wide-reaching networks of power affect
negotiations aJld help or hinder prowess toward a resolution.

4

Introduction

One of the most pressing issues facing Indigenous groups today, especially

mthe

int'imate New Engl'and ,co,mmunilties of 'the northeastern United States, is their ongoing
struggle to reclaim and pres_erve sovereignty on land they once cultivated as stewards but
now live on under the encroachment of larger States. In recent years, the United States
government has sought to deal with issues of Native American sovereignty through
granting federal recognition to tribes, thus creating a relationship of "nation-to-nation
status" between a tribal government and the national government. This rdationship
generates a complex power structure on globall, national, regional, and tribal levels, and,
as Professor Ward Churcbill noted in a talk on the Colby campus this past spri_ng,
relations between Native American populations and the federal government are
invariably stiU structured around a dichotomy of empQwerment-disempowerment.
Claims made by those in power do not always reflect historical realities, and
disagreements often revolve around conceptions of "the truth."
Nomans Land, located a few miles from the national landmark and spirituaily
important Aquinnah/Gay Head cliffs, has historically been a site of conflict and
controversy. Though origina!lly inhabited as a seasonal retreat by Wampanoag tribal
peoples and occupying a significant place in Wampanoag mythology, which I will
elaborate on in the next section, the island quickly came under white settlers' control in
colonial times. The early land deeds on Nomans Land reflect a European disregard for
native occupation of land, for the earliest recorded Wampanoag claims to the island - a
deed between Sachem Cascanabin and his brother, Tackquabin, on May

pc, 1686 (Dukes

Deeds, I, 70) - appears simultaneously with deeds between Europeans. Though these
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early transfers constitute an interesting narrative of their own, the history of most concern
in this paper is the more recent purchase of the island from Chilmark by Joshua Crane of

Boston in 1913 and the subsequent lease and occupation in 1943 by the United StaleS
Navy.)
The US Navy used Nomans Land for bombing practice during World War II and
continued to use it periodically through the Gulf War. After a complex Joint
Management Agreement between the Department of the Navy and the Department of
Interior in 1970 to begin the conversion of Nornans Land into a Wildlife Refuge,
followed by a transfer of partial control to the U~ Fish & Wildlife Service, the island's
importance to the Wampanoag Tribe has become increasingly politicized. In an ongoing
debate over which party should have jurisdiction over the island's future and over who
should have access to the land, notions of sovereignty on Nomans Land and in other
important tribal issues have changed over time through legislation, court rulings, and the
Warnpanoag Tribe becoming federally recognized in 1987. Currently, having been
denied access to the island by local, state, and national governments, the Wampanoag
Tribe desires to reclaim Nomans Land as a site of cultural heritage. These complex
notions of stewardship, ownership, sovereignty, history, and the importance of
perspective are at the hean of the Tribe's efforts to persuade federal organizations to
remove unexploded ordnance and other debris from Nomans Land to the extent that it
could again be inhabited by people. Furthermore. the effort to clean up Nomans Land
grows increasingly more urgent as the island's polluted surlace and surrounding waters
threaten the Tribe's economic and political well-being, and, according to tribal health

I

See appendix for a timeline of events involving the sale of Nomans Land and the history of r.he Tribe.
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officials, are directly related to alarmingly high cancer rates in both Aquinnah and
Chilmark. As of now, the Navy has only engaged in what Horsley & Witten, the
environmental ftrm representing the Wampanoag tribe, refers to as a "limited
investigation" and "piecemeal approach" to assessing the risk posed by not removing all
toxins on the island. 2
This paper will illustrate how mu[tiple perspectives - tribaJ1, town, environmental,
and military - shape recent dev~lopments in tbe Nomans Land cleanup effort.
Specifically; I will look at the diverging notions of land ownership and stewardship used
by the parties interested in Nomans Land, focusing on how these ideas have shaped land
transier and the current disputes over ,the thoroughness of the island's cleanup.
Furthermore, I will examine Nomans Land from a spatial-temporal perspective, looking
at the impact of various cultural representations of the island over time and bow contIOI
over this small island affects" the complex power relations between the Wampanoag and
local, state, and national governmental institutions. Finally, I will view this dispute in the
broader context of relations. between tribal and non-tribal governments and examine its
larger implications through parallel case studies and theorists..

2 Comments of Draft Scope 'of Work (SOW) Supplemental Env'ironmemal Baseline Survey, 4/25/03 and
Letter to David Barney, Caretaker Site Office. IOH5/02
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Disputed Sovereignty: Conflicts Between Land Owners and Stewards
Relations between the parties in the effort to clean up Nomans Land Island are
often driven by diverse attitudes about property ownership and land stewardship. Shaped
by a unique dialectic arising out of the development of communities in New England,
these distinctions generate differences of opinion over the depth of tribal sovereignty, and
it is important to look both at cultural conceptions of land and property and at the
implications of these concepts. Jean O'Brien, writing in Dispossession by Degrees,
describes beliefs about property among natives and Europeans living in Massachusetts at
the time of colonization.
"Indian ideas about property and land tenure, often misunderstood by Europeans,
reconciled individual and collective ownership of goods and places and were shaped
by Native patterns of mobility as weI[ as the principles of sharing and
reciprocity ...Indian ways of belonging on the land held mobmty and fixity in Itension:
Indians moved between resource sites, visited relatives in other villages, and
sometimes entirely relocated their village affiliation based on kin relations" (20·21).
More recently, beginning in Ithe early 1970's, the debate over the limits of tribal
jurisdiction has been discussed in numerous arenas of tribal·US government relations.
As Thomas Biolsi recalls in Deadliest Enemies, an Interior Department Lawyer spoke to
a conference of the American Indian Lawyer's Association in 1973, saying that, despite
the department's perpetuation of the view "that the tribes have no jurisdiction over non
Indians... [tJhere is a very large question of whether that is really the law, or whether
tribes do, in fact, have both criminal and civil jurisdiction over non·Indians" (143).
Biolsi further notes in indians & Anthropologists, drawing on the work of Deloria and
Lytle (1984), that
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"SIDce the early 19705 the official Indian policy of the United States has been self
determination - that Indian people should decide their OWn fate and control their own
reservations ...ln the 1980s self-determination was often used to CHt off government
aid to Indian people" (75).
lw-isdiction and the extent of sovereignty have historically been divided between
theory and practice. Stephen Pevar in The Rights of Indians. and Tribes notes that,
despite the lack of full control a tribe has over lands held in trust, the advantages far
outweigh this dis.advantage:
"B.ecause it is owned by the federal government, trust land is immune from state tax
and zoning laws,and it may not be seized under the state's power of eminent domain
or lost througD adverse possession" (98).
These conflicting beliefs in land stewardship and shared property are relevant in today' s
zoning ·conflicts in Aquinnah and in the conflict over Nomans l.and. While the military
views land as a possession,. thus creating the implication that ownership allows one to' do
as one pleases, WampaRoag idea,s about stewardship have historically emphasized the use
and care ofland, rarher than the ownership of property (O'Brien, 21). Nomans Land's
status as an abandoned plot of land Over which the Navy claims joim·control along with
the Department of Interior and the US Fish & Wildlife Service therefore is complicated
both lthrough Wampanoag desires to be able to use the land for cultW'ai purposes,
including annual celebrations, and through recent claims made by the US Department of
Interior and other environmental groups, who see the land as a vi.able wildlife reserve that
must be devoid of human inhabitation.
An important factor influencing negotiations between tri1bes and locall or national

governments is Itbe spectrum of -opinions about tribal autonomy, particularly with the
recent increase in the Dumber of Federally Recognized tribes. Options available for the
Wampanoag Tribe of Aquinnah to function autonomously are both expanded and
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constrained by their relationships to the surrounding close-knit communities of Martha's
Vineyard and to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, The Wampanoag Tribe gained
federa~

recognition status in 1987, beginning with the formation of the Wampanoag

Triba] Council of Gay Head Aquinnah Incorporated (WTCGHA) in 1972, and it is
important to assess bow this starns both empowers them in negotiations and perhaps also
constrains their avenues for activism.
One such example illustrating potential constraints involves a recent zoning
dispute between the Wampanoag Tribe and the Town of Aquinnah. A court ruling
referring hack to the Wampanoag's 2001 construction of a shed and pier on their sneUfisb
hatchery property fronting Menemsha pond - a piece of public property - without
obtaining a permit favored the tribe by justifying their immunity from suit (Wellls,

Vineyard Gazette, 2/27/04). This ruEng filled the

~ocal

newspapers with editorials and

articles about tense town meetings held to decide whether or not to file an appeal to the
decision. On June 11 tb, 2003, a State Superior Court Judge interpreted a 1983 Land
Settlement as giving the Tribe sovereign irrununity from suit in the enforcement of
zoning issues. If left unchanged, an article in the local papers read, "the only appeal in
zoning disputes between the tribe and the town would be with the town council. The
tribe would no longer be bound by local and state regulations" (Sigelman, MV Times,
12/4/03). According to Nelson Sigelman of the MV Times, the judge's ruling gave the
town the right to apply local zoning regulations on tribal lands but no legal means to
enforce compliance (12/31/03). Furthermore, he argued, by creating a double standard
between town and tribal zoning regulations, this decision essentially removed the legal

boundaries that protected both the tribe and non-tribal residents and enabled them to 'live
cooperatively after the Wampanoag's Federal Recognition in 1987.
In mid-December, 2003, the Aquinnah Town Selectmen met to decide whether or

not ito appeal the ruUng, and their rehlctance exposed tensions between the tribe and :the
town. The selectmen's reasons for Dol pursuing an appeal requesting court enforcement
of the zoning laws included the argument that negotiated agreements between 'the two
parties are better than a court-enforced ruling. However, in one. December 1f" letter tto
the editor, a resident of Aquinnah reflected on the prevalent "native." claims made by
long-time Wampanoag and non-Wampanoag and residents, calling local politics akin W
''Tammany Hall." Seeing a WampanQag bias among the selectmen, ,the author said that
"if the members of the tribe feel that Aquinnah only means Wampanoag,. then there will

most deflDjtely be plenty of room for distrust, since everyone who lives here (whether it
be called Aquinnah or Gay Head) feels it's their home" (P. Valerius, 12/11103). This
dispute is far from resolved, especially with the recent decision by the state attorney
general to become involved in its .resolution. Furthermore, the question over what it
means to be "native" on Martha's Vineyard, particularly in Aquinnah, is important when
examining the wide-ran,ging perspectives on Nomans Land.
Since tile latter part of the twentieth century, the Wampanoag of Aquinnah have
increasingly faced ,conflict in rnamtaining their cultural histories and artifacts. In a 1983
report to the Massachusetts Historical 'Commission, Bouck" Burt, and Richardson note
four threats to the isl1and's prehistoric and historic cultural resources, including the
development of vacation homes, coastal erosion, lack of a repository for anifacts., and
"pot hunters." Numerous news articles confirm that construction on Martha's Vineyard
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frequently runs into conflict with the Tribe, and in a statement made in the Vineyard
Gazette in 1990, amidst a legislative drive to advance the rights of Native Americans,

culminating in President George Bush Sr.' s signing of the Native American Graves
Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) on November 23rd (Trope & Echo-Hawk),
the tribe wrote:
''The Wampanoag People of Gay Head have occupied the Island of Martha's
Vineyard since well before the coming of lhe white man ...During the time that we
have lived on the Island we have buried our dead with respect and the intention that
they not be disturbed. Now certain developers have come to the Island, with the
intent to clear land wilhout regard for the Indian dead who may have been interred in
that land for centuries. Our ancestors have become targets of amateur and
professional archaeologists who hide behind scientific excuses to justify grave
robbing" (platt. MV Gazette, 2/16/1990).
As the Wampanoag continue to build and maintain a relationship with the town of
Aquinnah and the rest of the island, issues of cultural preservation and the outcomes of
negotiations with local and federal agencies become crucial. In recent years, these
debates over sovereignty seem to have broadened a divide between the town's tribal and
non-tribal members - island residents who have coexisted for many years through a
CQmmon relationship to fishing and, in some cases, intermarriage.
The existence of crossover between tribal and non-tribal peoples through marriage
and other forms of interrelations creates complex town dynamics, particularly in local
politics. For example, in an important election on May 121b , 2004, resident Mike Herben
will be running for another term as selectman. He is married to a member of the tribe.
and, speaking about his engagement to Aquinnah politics, he notes how "public service is
one way to give back to a town which has accepted him as one of its members"
(Sigelman, 5/6/04). Mr. Herbert voted against pursuing a lawsuit against the tribe on the
zoning issue, arguing that a decision out of court would be preferable.

Prior to gaining federal recognition, reclaiming Nomans Land seems to have been
a moot point, as there was no avenue for negotiation. One important question to raise is
tile extent to which federal recognition has acted as both an aid and a barrier to the
Wampanoag efforts at expanding their sovereignty and at building a communi,ty in
Aquinnah. Ultimately, it seems Ithat the Wampanoag and non-Wampanoag residents of
Aquinnah must learn to coexist and adapt to the changing power dynamics between
Native American tribes and the United States government.
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NomaDs Land Cleanup Campaign
Historical Backwound
The current disputes over the future use of Nomans 1 I...and did not develop
overnight. Rather, it is a conflict ,embedded in a web of historica] circumstances. As
David Silverman, a historian who looks at the conditions on Martha's Vineyard that
enabled the Wampanoag and European settlers to live a seemmgly non-violent
coexistence for so many years, notes mhis dissertation, Conditions jor Coexistence,

Climates for Collapse, niuch oftbe history oftbe Wampanoag on Martha's VineyaFd is a
"notable exception" (ill). Contrary to patterns of violent relations between European and
Native peoples across North America, the story of English and Wampanoag coexistence
on Martha's Vineyard is one "where Wampanoag

~ndians

and English Americans hved

alongside one another without bloodshed from fIrst settlement until present day" (iii). It
is a narrative of non-physical conflict, and thus, in order to understand ful1ry the nuances
of the present negotiations over Nomans Land, one must track its many historical and
mythological roots.
Before Ithe arrival of Europeans, the smaU island on Nomans Land was inhabited
seasonally by Wampanoag peoples and held a significant place in Wampanoag
mythology, particularly in the creation story of their land. According to Wampanoag
mythology, a Great Being by the name Moshup was "a benevolent being of gigantic
proportions, responsible for forming the island of Martha's Vineyard 'and the surrounding
islands," including Nomans Land (Manning, 19). Fonner Wampanoag education
director, Helen Manning, writing in Moshul"s Footsteps, a small book designed to

J

~ronoUflcedllike "Romans".

educate both tribal and non-tribal isaanders about Wam-P8.f:loag history and culture,
describes how Moshup, upon feeling his people dueatened by outsiders, dug a trench
with his toe through the beach connecting the Vineyard to Nomans Land. This created a
body of w.ater between them, and she writes, "he wid his children that in order to fmd
refuge from harm, those who wished could be runted into }dUer wbales, free to roam the
sea" (46). The motivation for this act varies considerably in different narratives, ranging
from Moshup's desire to leave the island, being "tired of staying there," to his increasing
apprehension to ,changes occurring in the region (Simmons, 177).
The connection to whaling in this myth, as weU as the menllon of an outside
threat, is significant, for Martha's Vineyard is sometimes considered the "binhplace of
whallllg"

mthe US, with the Wampaaoag playing a major role in that enterprise

(Chamberlain,5). According to Henry Norton, writing in Martha's Vineyard: HistOlYLegends-Blories, Wampanoag in the early days of European settlement served oDD Ithe
crews of European fishing lboats, and "in many cases when [they] sold land they reserved
a certain whale right on all the whales that drifted ashore" (22).
William Simmons, writing in Spirit of the New En~land Tribes, describes one
narrative of Moshup told by Gay Head resident, Thomas Cooper to Benjamin Basset of
Chilmark. In this particular narrative, whose origins date back to 1643, Moshup's
"feats provided explanations for the characteristics of killer whales~ the shape of a
rock formation off Sakonnet Point on the Rhode Island Coast, the origin of the small
island known as Noman's Land near Gay Head, and the colored soils and fossil
contents of the Gay Head cliffs" (176).
Throughout the history of relations between the Wampanoag tribe and Europeans on
Martha's Vineyard, the narrative of Moshup and the creation of all the islands off the
coast of Cape Cod have undergone various transformations. In one telling, circa 1900,
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which Simmons says probably originated among Europeans, Moshup is a more
malevolent being. In this depiction, after being binen by a crab while working barefoot
in the water,
"the demonical nature was fully aroused ... and a direful domestic desire followed. He
tore off a Fragment of No[e]pe [the Warnpanoag name for Martha's Vineyard] and
hurled it away six miles into the sea, where it now remains as Noman's Land; then he
cast his five children into the sea and tossed his wife over to·Seaconnet Point, where
she is still to be seen in the form of a shattered boulder, and then left for parts
unknown" (192).
Simmons notes, citing Gloria Levitas, that as the Wampanoag community came
into contact more frequently with European settlers, mythology surrounding Moshup
shifted, and new representational motifs came into use. The Wampanoag's interaction
with so-called "mainstream society" caused a chan,ge, and
"the earlier Moshup, once both kind and capricious, had divided into two figures, the
benevo'leot Moshop and the evil Cbeepi Unck... Factionalism had sunaced in Gay
Head over the issue of incorporation, which pitted the foreign born and those with
experience outside the district against others who were more locally oriented, and
these factions grew in later years (Levitas)" (193).4
In a third such transformation, the mythology of Moshup was clearly influenced

by Western lore, panicularly the stories of Romer's Odyssey. Simmons writes how, in a
collection published by Gladys Tantaquidgeon, Moshup

m

"had only one eye the middle of [his] forehead, suggesting possible influence from
tlrle Cyclops of Homer's Odyssey, who also was a giant living in a den on a hillside
above the sea...The island called Noman's Land off Ga,y Head also brings up the
possible connection to Homer's Cyclops, but according to island tradition ilie name
originated as a shortened form o€ Tequenoman, a local Indian sachem" (209).

4 These two characters, however, vary greatly in their portrayal. depending on the source, for Henry Norton
depicts Cheepii as a resource, teaching the Wampanoag how to make clay into pottery. whereas he portrays
Moshup as "a harsh potentate [whose) chiefs revolted and drove him from the mainland.." at which point he
settled in Devil's Den (91).
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Richard Scaglion also describes these mythoIqg-ical shifts, writing in an article for
the Dukes CQunty InJelligencer (1974) 'about how, in recent versions of the myth of
Mosbup, he is "credited with causing or creating several more of the naliUfa] phenomena"
in the Wampanoag's regiQnallandscape (23). Furthennore, and perhaps more directly
related! to the tribe's efforts to clean up Nomans Land, Sca,glio.,n comments that in the
mid-seventies - amidst the early s,tages of the Wampanoag's petition Jar Federal
Recognition - "Moshup evidently is becoming the central figure of Aquinnah
folklore ... [a kind of]! Culture Hero of me Aquinnah Indians" (24). With the increasing
use of Moshup as a tribal symbol, and his connection to Nomans Land, clearly the
mythological, political, and economic importance of ,the island is deeply relevant in
today's conflict over its cleanup, as, is the role of history in its poltrayaJ (or lack thereof)
of the Warnpanoag Tribe.
Made Invisible by HistoQ'
Charles E. Banks wrote one of ,the eadiest and possibly still widest-read historica~
narratives of Martha's Vineyard in J911. His 'three-volume account gives a ,thorough
description of the development of gov,emment on Martha's Vineyard after European
settlement, yet it does very little to explain ,the relatJionsmp of me Wampanoag to
Martha's Vineyard and Nomans Land. One of Banks's few descriptions of Bartholomew
Gosnold's landing on Nomans Land in May of 1602 includes an account of ,the day,
calling the place a "disinbabited island." The choice of "disinhabited" rather than
"uninhabited" is interesting and probably reflects the island's seasonal use by the
Wampanoag (71-74). Another primary account from the same year arso acknowledges
the Wampanoag seasonal presence, saying
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"we found it [Nomans Land] to be foure English miles in compasse, without house or
inhabitant, saving a linle, old house made of bougbes, covered with barke, an old
piece of weave of the Indians, [0 catch fish, and one or two places where they had
made flres" (vol. I, p. 62).
Banks does not elaborate on the relationship between the Europeans settling in
what is now

M~ba's

Vineyard iUld the area's native population, and, despite evidence of

a substantial Wampanoag population, his account nearly neglects their presence. Helen
Manning, a ,tribal elder, writes in the introduction to Dr. Jerome Segal's recently
published Wampanoag Genealogical History of Martha's Vineyard! that "Banks made it
seem as though the European imntigrants had found a barren wilderness" (Segal, 1).
Contrary to the narrative depicted by Banks and tUrther represented iR subsequent
accounts, the flISt Europeans arrived in a region with around three thousand Wampanoag
peoples - far more than ithe popu[ation that lives there today (Segal, 1). Manning notes
that it is nearly inconceivable that Banks chose to barely include the Warnpanoag in his
three~volume

account, especially since ''these Native peop1e were stiB quite visible at the

time of the Banks publication" (Segal, 2).
Eady Wampanoa~ Po~itical Structure
The Wampanoag on Martha's Vineyard originated as part of the Wampanoag
Federation in New England, with the original tribes, or Sachemships, being the
Takemmy, Nunpaug, Aquinnah, and Chappaquidllick (Travers, J,82). However, Mil,ton
Travers notes in his book, The Wampanoa~ Indian Federation.. that the Wampanoag of
Gay Head (the European name for Aquinnah), like the Marshpees on the mainland,
evenrually absorbed the other Sachemships on the island (183). As a result, today the
major concentration ofWarnpanoag on Martha's Vineyard is in Aquinnah.

The political units for Ithe Wampanoag of Martha's Vineyard, or Noepe - "the
land surrounded by bitter waters" - were four Sachemships named for the physical
attributes oflthe landt. Taakemmy, "place to grind com," is now West Tisbury; Nunne
pog - "when there is water there" - is now Edgartown; Tchepiaquidenet - "the separate
island" - kept its name, Chappaquiddick; Aquinnah - "land under the hill!" or "end of t,he
shoreline" - was named Gay Head up until recently, when it reclaimed its Wampanoag
name. S Furthermore, Manning notes that other places.an Martha's Vineyard were also
named to signify a devotion to the use of die land. Nobnocket, now Tisbury, means "dry
place," Nashowa-Kommock (Chilmark} is the "place in the middle," Sengekonlacket
(Oak Bluffs) is the "place where the brook flows into the river," Tashmoo means "pure
water," Katama is a "crab fishing place," and Menemshaun1c (Menemsha) lis the "place
for whaies" (9). These names reflect an ~mphasis placed on land stewardship, and in
each case except Cbappaquiddick, the original geographically-oriented Wampanoag
name is replaced by a European name often pertaining to European geography. For
example, Nomans Land, originally named Cappoaquit, meaning "refuge island," ,could
have been named by the Europeans in honor of Nomans LAnd, England, which h.appens
to be twenty miles from Chilmark, England (Clillmark Tricentenial Video, 1994). In the
history of how Nomans Land received its European name, one sees an emphasis on
owne,rship as well as the impact of non-tribal islander communities in shaping the
island's symbolic representations (I will address this second point in the section on
Multiple Perspectives).

~ Dr. Segal includes two other Sachemdoms

South (pp. 77-86).

in his study: Nashawakemuck North and Nashawakemuck
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What's In a Name?
Though the first printing of the Wampanoag name for Nomans Land, Cappoaquit,
is dated from a 1666 deed (Dukes County Deeds, I, 70), upon Gosnold's "discovery" in
Mayof 1602, the island was first named "Marthaes Vineyard." Of course, that name
quickly transferred over to the much-larger, currently inhabited island6• Subsequently,
Nomans Land Island took the name of other Dutch explorers who visited it, including
"Hendrick Chritiansen's Elyant" in 1616 and "lie de Hendrick" in 1646 (Banks, vol. 2,
71-74). According to Banks, at one point around 1675, the island was peculiarly named
"Dock Island;" however, he notes that "Dock Island" apparently only appears on one
map. The name "Nomans Land," also "Isle of Man," became standard as early as 1666,

•

when the land came under the jurisdiction of New York (Banks, 71-74). This Dame has
seen a few variations in i;ts spelling over Ute course of its history, including "No Man's
Land," for its lack of an owner, and "Noman's Land," a possible corruption of the name
Norman's Land, reflecting the island's Norman roots of discovery. Not surprisingly, "No

Man's Land" is the spelling occasionally used in documents advocating for keeping the
island free from public visit, including visits by the tribe.
Banks, trying to determine the origin ofilie island's current name, writes in his
history that "there was a great Powwaw on the Vineyard called Tequeooman residing
here when the Bnglish came, and it is possible that he had jurisdiclien over, or ownership
of, this small island which came to bear the last half of his name, (Teque)nomans Land"
(71-74). However, WarnerF. Gookin, a critic of Banks's work, subsequently refuted this
explanation, saying that, given the pronunciation of TequelUmum (Te-quen-o-rnan), the

6 This name appears in the diary of John Brereton, a passenger and minor official on Bartholomew
Gosnold's voyage (Rilchie. 2).
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island would have been named "Oman's Land." Gookin argues Ithat the island's
European name is either a cOmJption of "Norman's Land" or more likely a name to
signify its ambiguous ownership (Scott, 198.5,23.-24). In recent years, some tribal
members bave claimed that the name "Nomans Land" does in fact derive from
Tequenoman, saying that he was the sachem of the region whenEuro~s senled/
These disagreements over the naming of the island reflect diverging notions of ownership
and stewardship- and ,are frequently at the core of conflicts surrounding the island's
ownership and occupation.

Occupation and Power
Surrounded by ex,cellent fishing Waters, Nomans Land has historically been
important for the Tribe's economic livelihood. Banks notes that as early as European
contact, the region was recognized for its good fishing waters, and Europeans "took great
store of cod - as before at Cape Cod, but much better" (71). After the first record of
formal Wampanoag ownership in 1674 (Banks)" the island quickly came under white
settlers' control in colonial times, with the town of Chilmark claLming ownership from a
1686 deed. Just prior to this claim, Nomans Land was included in Mathew Mayhew's
declaration of the Manor of Martin's Vineyard on April 25 1t1 , 1685.
"I do hereby erect, make, constimte the said Island called Martin's Vineyard together
with the aforementioned Islands caUeEl Nomans Land and Elizabetb Islands, and the
above granted premised into one Lordship or Manor of Martin's Vineyard" '(Banks, v.
1, 174).
Furthermore, when Chilmark was formally made a township on October 30th ,
1714, according to its annals, "an Island called No Mans Land" was included within the

7

"Tribe Stakes Claim To Tiny Nomans IsJand," AP. 6/28/98.
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town's corporate limits (Banks, 71-74). This act, like many other actions by white
senlers, did not bode well for tribal peoples. Describing mese early dealings between
Europeans and the Wampanoag, Annie Woods, former island caretaker and author of
Nomans LaJild. Isle of Romance. a romanticized vision of the island, writes, "Mile white
men were the first aggressors and were not fair in their dealings...whenever the Indians
were justly treated they responded in kind" (70). SteDlllling from these early interactions,
Nomans Land has switched hands repeatedly, with Europeans imposmg ideals of
property ownership on Wampanoag land. These ideals took many forms, for as Dorothy
Poole notes in "Vineyard Sampler" (1978), in the late 1800s, Nomans Land was
"construed to include the rightto build and occupy a shack for seasonal fishing" (114).
Describing the early European residents on Nomans Land, Banks writes that they
"numbered twenty souls in 1750 ...They were probably engaged in fishing, as at that time
the surrounding waters were considered the only certain places for fishing for cod
[Sewall Diary, ill, 397]" (Banks, 71-74).
The nature of the current conflict over the island's cleanup derives from the
leasing of it to the United States Navy by Joshua Cranes of Boston in 1942-43. This lease
stated both that the island was to be used "as a radar triangulation point for Buzzard's

Bay and Newport," and that it would be returned to the Crane Family in the condition it
was in upon the signing of the lease.9 In contrast to these stipulations, the Navy used
Nomans Land for bombing practice during World War II and subsequently took
ownership of the island in 1952. Records indicate that the Crane Family was surprised at

Joshua Crane purchased the land from Chilmark in 1913114 (poole 1978).
Source: Mass.go\' ''Nomans Island - Historical Information"
(http://www.stale.ma.usldep/bwsclfileslRandRlNLIlnlihsUj..btm)

!
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the reality of what happened on Nomans Land during the war, for Henry E. Scott Jr.
notes in the Dukes Country Inrelligencer, that
"[i]n the slimmer of '45, the Crane Family...asked permissio_D to visit the
island...They were disturbed by some things: road[s] that had been bulldozed through
old stonewall sheep fences; a house that had burned to a ruin ... "IO
After the Navy continued to occupy and use the former Wampanoag lands for bombing
practice, the Department of the Navy and Ithe Department of Interior, in a complex Joint
Management Agreement written in 1970, decided that
"the Navy and Interior do mutually agree to the use and management of Nomans
Land to benefit migratory birds ,and other wildlife to the extent consistent with
military requirements."
Despite the devastation on the island and the disruption to surrounding
communities, periodic use continued ,through the GuIT'War. Bombing officiatly ceased in
1996, with a pennanent Nmover to th.e US Fish and Wildlife Service (LoveweH, MY

Gazette,6/28/96). However, the Navy still! plays a dominant role in the negotiations of
the island's cleanup, a testimony to the permanence of networks of power. Prompted by
the Warnpanoag of Aquinnah gaining federal recognition in 1987, intense talks about the
cleanup began between the Tribe, the federal government, and environmental
organizations a few years after the island's turnover. Currently, the Wampanoag of
Aquinnah are involved as part of a Public Involvement Plan (PlP) to make sure that the
provisions of a Base Reallocation and Closure Act (BRAC) are followed through. I1 Part
of this plan involves a Department of Environmental Protection Technical Assistance
Grant (TAG) program to help community organizations understand and educate others
about the technical and scientific aspects of the cleanup. These grants run up to $10~OOO,

10
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http://mass.gov/deplbwsclfJ..Ieslrandr/nliInlipip.htm
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and the Wampanoag Tribe was one of fourteen recipients. In 2001 they joined other
municipal and community organizations to form a Nomans Land Cleanup Coalition, but
recently the cleanup process has become quite contentious. While the Wampanoag Tribe,
the Massachusetts NatuFal Heritage and Endangered Species Program - a division of the
Department of Environmental Protection - and other agencies see the removal of all
ordnance as an essential public .health issue, the US Fish and! Wildlife Service and
Department of Defense argue that there is no risk. posed and that more cleanup in not
financially possible. 12
The Road to Federal Recognition

In orde:r to understand the tribe's motivations to become federally recognized, one
must look at the Wampanoag' s systematic loss of land to European settlers. After
European contact, the tribe was. both decimated'3 and had its land ronegotiated under
EmopeaB terms of ownership. As Silverman writes, "the choices each community made
between 1680 and 1740 proved to be of a gravest consequence, since they largely
determined whether Indian lands would emerge from the fray at least somewhat intact, or
become dismantled with alarming speed" (222). Upon white settlement, ,the population
of Wampanoag inhabitants on Martha's Vineyard were "of the Algonkian linguistic stock
[and they] also occupied Nantucket Island and considerable portions of the mainland"
(Ritchie, 3). Tb.is territory induded Rhode Island east of Narragansett Bay, Bristo~
County, and Western Barnstable County, and in 1600, the Indian population on Martha's
Vineyard numbered around 1500. The loss of land to white settlers on the island brought

http://www.wampanoagtribe.netlnews
n By the early eighteenth century, there were only approximately 800 Wampanoags living in the region
among 155 families (Manning, 52).
11
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significant changes to the tribe, and as Kristin Mary Pados writes in From Distinction to

Extinction.: The Mayhew Mission to the Indians ofMartha's Vineyard,
"The praying towns on the isiand experienced a severe crisis as they lost their hold on
land. As Indian Lands decreased, native communities concentrated at Gay Head,
Chappaquiddick, and Christiantown" (83-84).
PropeIity ownership shifted repeatedly in the early 1700's with fonna!l, land
transfers among Europeans, often leaving the Wampanoag "remaining as tenants of the
soU once owned by their ancestors" ~Atlaqui!D, 25). Between 1727 and 1776, the Tribe
gained legal deeds to the occupation of much of its land in Aquinnah, whic.h was held in
common. Recognizing the autonomy of the Tribe in 1799, the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts obtained a conveyance of a small tract of ~and in Aquinnah to construct
the Gay Head ligbthouse (Manning, 52). However, the Commonweallth's acceptance of
the Tribe as an autonomous unit. fluctuated, and by ]814 ilt attempted to gain control of
tribal lands by enacting "guardians" tto seize lands for unpaid rent (Manning, 52).
Wh_en Gay Head officially became an incorporated town in 1870, the Wampanoag
opposed the incorporating act" preferring to remain. as an Indian district - a more
autonomous unit, ,especiaHy with regard to land rights. Upon incorporation, aU common
lands, funds, and! rights held by the Indian district are transferred to the Town
government, and, according Ito oral history, the Wampanoag "were afiraid of losing
territory - tthey wer:en't interested in private property - Ithey were interested in sharing
their lands" (Manning, 53). Incorporation introduced the notion of State taxation, thus
imposing new ideas about property.
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The Tribe's efforts to become federally recognized began to take shape in 1972,
when the Wampanoag Tribal Council of Gay Head Aquinnah Incorporated (WTCGHA)
formed
~'to

promote self determination, to ensure preservation and continuation of
Wampanoag history and culture, to achieve Federal Recognition for the Tribe and to
seeK to return 'friball Land to the Wampanoag people" (Manning, 54-55).
Prior to Federal Recogmtion, dile WTCGHA functioned basically as a nonaprofit
organization, but in 1974 the Tribe filed suit in Federal Court for the return of Common
Lands that were taken away in Ithe 1870 transfer of land to the Town of Gay Head. The
Wampanoag claimed that the land transfer violated a 1790 Non-Intercourse Law, and in
1983 they formally petitioned for .federal recognition, reaching an Indian Claim
Settlement later that year, in which the State ,transferred 238 acres of public land to the
Tribe as Common Lands. In addition, the Federal Government fmanced the purchase of
180 acres (Manning, 55).

In the last twenty years of the past century, it seems that often out of the effort tlO
become federally recognized grew an impulse of Native American groups to preserve and
return to so-called traditional customs. This condition was not unique to the
Wampanoag; rather, it responded ,to a specific set of criteria established by the federal
government to qualify a group for "tribal status." As Holly Higinbotham of the Vineyard

Gazette wrote in 1983, "because the Indians could do little to prevent government
attempts to have them live as other US citizens did, they sought to maintain their tribal
traditions along with their adopted lifestyle" (7/16/82). After several years of
negotiation, the Warnpanoag of Aquinnah were federally recognized by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs on February 10th , 1987, ending a thirteen-year land claims dispute and
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granting them nation-to-nation status with the US government. Congress authorized the
appropriation of $2.2 million of Federal funds to the tribe for the purchase of the 238
acres l4 of town Cornmon lands as trust lands (Manning, 55). After obtaining federal
recognition, the tribe constructed a Council bUilding and affordable housing in the midnineties, enabling many relocated tribal members to retum to Aquinnah. The AquiJmah
Cultural Center fonned in 1998, ove~ees the education of tribal and
I

non~triba1

islanders

in Warnpanoag history through museum work and the creation of an island .map that
includes tribal names, landmarks, and anecdotes of tribal history and culture (Manning,
55).
One of the most advantageoos reasons for a Native Am.erican tribe to seek federal
recognit1ion is to qualify for government £unding, for housing, health CaFe, ecOllomic
development, and employment (Lembo, MY Gazette, 2/6/87), However, in order to gain
federal recognition, the tribe must satisfy requirements by the federal government to

•
qualify as a tribe. These criteria are bound up in notions of Native A,JIlerican identi,ty,
and, as James Clifford notes about the Mashpee on Cape Cod in The Predicament of
Cu1ture, defining tribal identity is not an unproblematic matter. Writing about
Richardson Jonas, a Mashpee Indian, Clifford observed that
"Jonas says that when he calls himself a Wampanoag Indian, he is referring ItO his
Indian ancestry and not to any triba] affiliati.on. He does not know what a tribe is.
When pressed he h.azards a definition: "[ would think that a tribe would be wbere you
have a chief, and he's the governmental factor over those who serve under him"
(330).
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One response by the US government to problems of defining Native American
identity has been to create a formulaic defInition of tribe, such as in Montoya v. United
States (1901):

"a body of Indians of the same or similar race united. in a community under one
leadership or government and inhabiting a panicular. though sometimes ill
defmed, territory" (334).
Of course, this deftnition implies a particular concept of "race" - a concept which
anthropology has shown to be culturally constructed.. Considering the extent to which
tribal "tenitories" have fonned. as a result of US Governmental action, attributing tribal
status to a Native American population living amongst a non-Indian population and, in
some cases, intennarrying with them, is clearly a contradictory process with long lasting
effects. This process visibly impacts negotiations between the people and organizations
involved in the cleanup of Nomans Land.
The criteria for obtaining federal recognition include (l) that the tribe has been
classified as American Indian throughout its history, (2) that a large portion of the tribe
lives in a speciftc area or in a community viewed as American Indian, distinct from
neighboring populations, and (3) that the group bas had a continuous governmental
authority to manage itself autonomously. Furthennore, the tribe must submit current
governing documents including membership criteria and a list of known members, prove
that tribal members are primarily not members of another Indian tribe, and show that the
group's relationship with the US government was not previously terminated. by
legislation (pevar, 310).
In the months leading up to recognition, the Wampanoag of Aquinnah initially

faced. a rejection by the Federal Bureau on the grounds that "a substantial portion of the
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group's members does not maintain tribal relations" (Lembo, 216/87). FurtbeJiIllore, there
was speculation about the prominence of the tribe's goveming authority from 1870 to
1972 (Lembo, 6/27/86). Ultimately, the Wampanoag of Aquinnah proved their existence
as an intimate community, with "letters from members of lthe Vineyard as well as the
scholarly community [having] much impact oil the reversal of the decision. Records of
Gay Head life over the years... also figured in the government's ruling" (Lembo, 216/87).
10 this ,case, it seems likely that Aquinnah's continuous stams as a town helped
the Wampanoag gain legitimacy in the eyes of the federal government. The story of the
Wampanoag of Aquinnah becoming a federally recognized tribe is a common narrative
intertwined wi,th notions of identity, sovereignty, ownership and stewardship of the land,
and the perseverance to continue striving for justice within a bureaucracy that is often
slow to act. The years after the Wampanoag gained federal.recognition led to a growing
interest of the tribe to be sovereign, causing significant rifts to develop between tribal and
non-tribal residents of Aquinnah. These rifts are common among tribe-town relations in
New England, and" when assessing public opinion surrounding the, cleanup of Nomans
Land and recent confliots over local construction, it is necessary to recognize the multiple
layers of these relations, which often have deep roots.
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AQuinnah.: The Development of a Town ofWarn1?anoag and Non-Wampan03&, Islanders
Permeating the relations between the Wampanoag of Aquinnah, the 'town of
Chilmark, environmental groups, and the US government is a spectrum of attitudes
constructed from historical narratives, contemporary circumstances, and perceptions of
the trI!lth. On one level, the effort to dean up Nomans Land is a common story of a
Na~ive

American group wanting reparations for land as wen as the cleanup of toxins that

pose a beaiththreat. On another level, however, the conflict is a dispute over notions of
stewardship and ownership of land, bound in a history of changing relations between the
tribe, the town of Aquinnah, and other parties involved in the conflict. When assessing

the restoration efforts on Nomans Land from an anthropological perspective, it is
important to understand the way' the town of Aquinnah (fonnerly Gay He.ad) fonned both
as a non-tribal island community and as a Wampanoag community.. The town's
positioning in Martha's Vineyard"s tourist economy - site of the Gay Head cliffsimpacted, its development, as did its existence as a home to both Wampanoag and DonWampanoag peoples. In the town's early history, the Wampanoag developed as a dosed
corporate conmmn~ty, achieving high degrees of autonomy and resistance to white rule.
However, Aquinnah as a town has also historicaHy faced influence from non-tribal
governing powers, often causing a dependency on outside forces.
These outside forces have dramatically impacted the town as a whole. Gale
Huntington, an island historian and fisherman, reflects in Vineyard Voices - a collection
of oral histories compiled by Linsey Lee - how
"at Lobsterville [a small Aquinnah fishing community], some of the fisherman used
to live in their fish houses ... that was a real house you know. That was a regular
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village...Then when the power engines came, everybody moved to Menemsha.
Lobsterville became a ghost village" (183).
Aquirnlah's proximity to excell'ent fishing waters made it intimately affected by regional
changes. Joseph Chase Allen wrote in the Vineyard Gazette in 1958 about how the'
original Lobsterville community functioned wirth every intention of being a pe·ffilanent
fishing village.
"It was s.atisfactory to both the occupant and the owner or rowners of the land, and

while the place existed as a fishing vinage, men planned everything for pennanepce,
wirth never a thought that the fishing would cease, or that methods wouid greatly
change with the passing of time" (5/9/58, 8).
Despite these outside influences on the town of Aquinnah, the Wampanoag
throughout their history, particularly in the years leading up to federal recogpition, have
sought to establish themselves as an independent community existing within one
community and among other island communities. Island commun~ties in general are
often unique in their intimacy and detachment from. the mainland, and as Philip Morgan
observes in Eru;ounters Between British and lruli:ge,wus Peoples, they are "a catalogue of
quirks and superlatives" (Silverman, xiv). In the interactions between people on
Martha's Vineyard, Ithe.relatiolilS lbetween the Wampanoag tribe and non=tribal islanders
appear to be no exception to this observation.
David Silverman, noticing wide variations in the responses by the island's
indigenous communities in the mid 1600s, writes how, "with so many weighty
considerations, 'So many variables, no two Martha's Vineyard communities addfessed the
intertwi.ned issues of dwindling territory and political structure in the same way" (222).
For the Wampanoag

OD

Martha's Vineyard, especially the population living in Aquinnah,

the history of their attachment to meir land, is a "story of constant upkeep and
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adaptation" (457). Similarly, the recent efforts to clean up Nomans Land require from the
tribe bom an unwavering resolve to be patient throughout the ongoing years of
negotiation as well as the ability to adapt to multiple bureaucratic procedures, such as
those dictated by the Departments of Defense and Interior.
An important historical development in the relations between English and
Wampanoag residents of Martha's Vineyard is the impact of the Mayhew Mission in
shifting the valuing of land. TItis change is particulafily noteworthy when looking at the
early ethnogenesis of Aquinnah as a Wampanoag and European town. Writing about this
mission in From Distinction to Extinction, Kristin Mary Pados notes how
"~and grants

Md transactions undermined the Indians' traditional assumptions about
nature ...Before the arrival of the English, the natives engaged in seasonal! migrations
and relocations ... (they] emphasiz.ed use rights, not ownership of land'" (64-65).

Facing possible loss of land, the Wampanoag of Aquinnah were perhaps the most active
of ill the original Sachemships on Martha's Vineyard in seeking to develop a
concentrated and powerful commuJility. Pados observes how, ,in contrast to panerns of
missionary contact with other native populations, which often led to a loss of culture
through assimilation, "because the Mayhew Mission focused initially on conversion and
exhibited greater tolerance for native culture, the Vineyard Indians arguably did in fact
retain greater cultural integrity during their adoption of Christianity" (13-14). Referring
to the ways tl1le Wampanoag tribe has sought to preserve and revitalize elements of its
past history and cu1ture. Pados notes bow "the existence of Vineyard Indian legends
indicate that native oral culture bas endured despite the shift to, literacy and the passage of
centuries" (96).
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Her dissertation goes on to argue that the missionary experience in Aquinnah was
unique in its relative hannony and absence of warfare. In the context of this paper, I will
expand on Pados's claim and suggest that the early ethnogenesis of Aquinnah as a
Wampanoag and non-Wampanoag community amidst other island communities largely
contributes to the development of multiple perspectives on Nomans Land and actions
taken toward the island's cleanup. Furthennore, the existence of Aquinnah as a residence
for both Wampanoag and

non~Wampanoag peoples

and as part of a larger community of

up-island towns, which were "strictly rural, with a few village farms [and] isolated
summer homes" (Labov, 4), complicated the town's development and relationship to the
growing tourism industry of 'the last century., and contributed to the opposing views on
how Aquinnah should be governed.
Aquinnah has existed as a full-fledged, politically-structured town with
Wampanoag residents for most of its mstory. Political organizations of Native American
groups in Massachusetts were a common occurrence in early colonial New England, for
as Vine Deloria writes in American Indians, American Justice,
"small grou,ps oJ !Indians... began to organize themselves according to the political
system of Ithal colony mto small towns...These towns were called praying towns'
because Indians had by and large adopted the white's religion" (90).
I

Aquinnah, however, seems unique in the relative degree of its autonomy. Historian
Lloyd Hare, quoting from primary accounts of the period, describes in Thomas Mayhew:
Patriarch i{Q the Indians, that
"in 1849 it was said of the Gay Headers that they were "in tbe main, a frugal,
industrious, Itemperate and moral people"... 12 years la,ter, "tbey are generally kind
and considerate toward each other" .. .it is still an Indian Town, for the white man has
made no invasion there" (215).
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The questions that immediately arise from this statement are, ftrst, what it means for
Aquinnah to be an "Indian Town," and second, how has this status changed over time?
David Silverman and Kristin Mary Pados observe in their dissertations that the
early encounters between the European settlers and the Warnpanoag serve as deviations
from panerns of interactions between tribes and Europeans in other parts of the Atlantic
coast. Pados notes how Mathew Mayhew and his fellow missionaries "demonstrated
great devotion toward the Vineyard Indians and used a more gradual and accommodating
course of action in their missionary activity" (10). Furthermore, the
"stIongest indication of the nannonious relationship enjoyed by the English and
Indians on Maltna's Vineyard waS the absence of warfare ...Trusted with the
possession of ammunition, the Indians,. in tum, resolved to assist the English cause if
necessary. Peace ultimately prevailed on Martha's Vineyard where Indians still out
numbered settlers" (48).

In Aquinnah, a town that both Wampanoag and non-tribal islanders claim as home,
relations over me years have fluctuated, and in recent months, amidst the ongoing
Nomans Land cleanup eUort and the highly contentious zoning dispute, Aquinnah
increasingly appears to be one town with a spectrum of opinions.
In her dissertation entitled No Boundary is a Boundary: Conflict & Change in a
New England Indian Community, Gloria Levitas states her claim about tribal responses to
conflict and change, arguing that the "alternation of the community's social and
economic structures and changes in interpersonal behavior are the consequences, of the
community's changing relationships through history" (ii-iii). Among the contributing
factors she lists for this development are Aquinnah's location on the southwest comer of
the is]and and its establishment as a closed community that often resisted white rule.
Aquinnah's existence within a growing tourist economy, horne to the picturesque Gay
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Head cliffs, impacted its development as a town. As a result., Aquinnah has !historically
faced challenges in maintaining its identity as an island tow.n with a substantial
Wampanoag population.
Tourism is one of the most important aspects of Martha's Vineyard history to
keep in mind wilen looking at the development of Aquinnah. Though many argue that
Martha's Vineyard Itourism has its roots in lhe 18305, when visitors in large numbers
started to arrive (Hough), I will focus mostly on the acceleration of the Itourist enterprise
beginning m the 19205 and increasing during the post-war period. To place the early
years of tourism in contex1t. I wou'ld like to draw briefly f.rom Henry Beede Hough 1s
work, Martha's Vineyard: Summer Resort, r835 - 1935. Commenting on historic
accounts of European wonderment at the Gay Head! Cliffs, Hough. writes that "if there
had been nothing on Martha's Vineyard but Gay Head, tbe Island must surely have
become a resort" (29). Clearly, Wampanoag lands attracted the interest of white visitors,
yet this mterest expanded beyond Aquinnah's scenic geography. Hough observes that
"the fact of their being Indian was of greatest interest to travelers and_. later, to
summer visitors...To many visitors it was disappointing not to fmd tepees and
feathers: there were none, although excursions for many years were to be advertised
with circulars bearing pictures of conventional Indians in costume, at the door of a
Wigwam" (32).
Noting a difference in the kind of people who visited and settled in the up-island towns,
including Aquinnah, Hough writes Ithat, while the down-island communities offered an
intimate social sphere, life up-island was defined by "solitary hins," making its white
residents and ltourists "pioneers" of sorts (236). The geographic and sociall1andscape of
up-island towns was defined by hills, and Hough alludes to an arbitrary definition of
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"Indianness" imposed by tourists and further reflected in perceptions about Warnpanoag
sacred land.
"The first Indian Hill, scene of old Indian rites, and site of the dancing field which
antedated the missionary days, was difficult to reach by road, and the livery stable
drivers fell into the custom of taking theiF patrons to a different hill, more to the west,
which was easily accessible" (241).
In a more contemporary commentary on the impact of tourism (though stiH onJy
from 1972), Wmiam Labov, writing in SociolinQuisttc Patterns. describes the roles of
"the very large number of summer residents, 42,000, who flood the island in June and
July of every year" (6)15. Labov observes that during these months, seven out of every
eight people are tourists (12), and with the Gay Head cliffs being one of the major tourist
attractions, Aquinnah is undoubtedly affected by this annual influx of visitors. The most
immediate impact of tourism on the island as a whole is economic, for an increasing
dependence on the summer tourist season and on wealth coming from off-island in the
form of investment has led some native islanders to fear their displacement. Labov
writes that "the more far-seeing Vineyarders can envisage the day when they and their
kind will be expropriated as surely as the Indians before them" (28), reflecting perhaps a
common plight among the Wampanoag and non-tribal island natives. A comparison of
census data from the mid-twentieth century to the beginning of the twenty-first suggests
an influx of off~jsland residents bringing new wealth to the island (see appendix).
However, further study of the demographic differences in attitudes toward visitors would
need to be taken to fully assess this statement.
The influx of tourism and

newly~tabtished

residency by off-island families has

caused a shift in perceptions about property_ Commenting on a growing sense of
I~ These are 1972 figures. The number is undoubtedly much larger now.
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property ownership, Labov quotes a resident of Chilmark as saying that, due to off-island
investment, "you can cross the island from one end to the other without stepping on
anythi,ng but No Trespassing signs" (28). lbis development is further reflected in
Vineyard Voices by Milton Jeffers, a Cbappaquidclick blacksmith and a Wampanoag.
Renllniscing about how aocess to property used to be very fluid, almost ,communal in
nature, he notes how this has changed, describing an excursion to, pick some berries on
Chappaquiddick:
"One of them told me one day - we were out trying to pick some beach plums - says,
"This is private property. We pay big taxes and we don't like to be disturbed" (26).
Tourism has led to shifts in attitudes and rules about property ownership, changes
iln tax.ation, and new zoning regulations. Alluding to :these changes in the development of
Aquinnah, Helen Manning writes in Moshup's Footsteps that "Gay Head is not Gay Head
anymore" (11). The social and economic geography has changed, [,or, in the past, "land
was not at a premium like it is today" (15). In addition to the influx of new residents and
new sources of wealth to Martha's Vineyard, the relations between tribal and non-tribal
peoples in Aquinnah after federal recognition probably also intensified attitudes toward
private property, particularly with, regard to opinions about zoning regulations. In other
words, lbe Warnpanoag's <change in status has brought with it questions over the right to
construct things with or without a permit in Aquinnah.

In addition to changing attitudes about property, the social geography of
Aquinnah in me early twentieth century reflec·ted the development of a closed
community. Leonard Vanderhoop, one of the patriarChs of ~he tribe, remembering life in
Aquinnah/Gay Head at this time, says that "when you came up to Gay Head you a1ways
had to open and shut gates ...They didn't call it community then, but everyone planted
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together large acres of corn" (Lee, 42). Articulating a similar sense of community,
Alfred Vanderhoop, a Wampanoag fisherman and associate director of the Native
American New England Wildlife & Fisheries Bureau, describes Aquinnah in the fLrSt
decades of the twentieth century (it is unclear from his statement whether he is referring
to both Warnpanoag and non-Wampanoag):
"Spring of the year you'd have Field Day. All the men would go into the woods, cut
fence posts, put up fences to keep the cattle on that south side... It was quite a
community thing" (178).
The 1960s and 70s in Aquinnah led to an advancement of this community mindset
through education efforts. In Lee's collection of personal testimonies, Helen Manning. a
fonner teacher of the Aquinnah school, illustrates how in the latter half of the twentieth
century, a
"revived interest in Wampanoag culture started ... when everybody was very
conscious of what their heritage was ... they used to think all they needed was to be
Indian ... Not in these days. You got to be something, do something" (212).
Displaying a strong sense of tribal identity through action increased with the push toward
federal recognition, and coincidentally, an interest in educating non-tribal islanders about
Wampanoag history and culture seems to spring from the tribe's acquisition of this
recognition in 1987. For example, the later decades of the twentieth century brought a
greater interest among Martha's Vineyard schools to preserve the island's Wampanoag
history. Reminiscing about changes in island education, Manning writes in Moshup's
Footsteps how "at my first island-wide school meeting, I mentioned that we were
studying the Wampanoags." Someone immediately questioned her, "won't that interfere
with you completing the social studies text?" These dynamics have changed, and
Manning comments how, these days, "everyone wants a tribal member to come speak to

their classes" (21). This shift towards revitalizing an acknOWledgment of Martha's
Vineyard's Wampanoag past and present is also visible in Dr. Segal's recently published
Wampanoag Genealogical HistOIY, which attempts to provide a more "defInitive"
historical narrative than Banks's three-volume work. However, this work is not
universally acclaimed, for some members of the tribe view Segal's research methods with
skepticism. As I subsequently learned from conversations with islanders, tribal histories
written by non-Wampanoag residents are often viewed critically as either "inaccurate" or

as part of some "other agenda."
This recent interest in raising awareness about Martha's Vineyard's Wampanoag
history has taken form in the production of an island map produced by the Aquinnah
Cultural Center, Inc. Entitled "Wampanoag Way: An Aquinnah C.ultural Trail," the map
sits alongside maps for bikers and day-trippers, giving both the original names for places
on the island as well as a brief historical overview of the Wampanoag and the legend of

•
Moshup. Other recent endeavors ·to educate the public about the tribe include the
Aquinnah Public Library, which has an extensirve collection of Native American
literature, and a summer Native American fiction writing contest, jointly sponsored by
the library and the Bunch of Grapes bookstore. In these examples, particularly with the
Cultural Trail Map, forms of educating the public and honoring diversity on Martha's
Vineyard are motivated both by the influx of summer tourists and by a continuously
evolving relationship between the Wampanoag and the surrou.oding towns.
The tensions between tribal and town governmen.ts in Aquinnah seem to develop

from the process by which the Wampanoag became a Federally Recognized Tribe in
1987 (Wampanoag Tribe of Gay Head, Inc. Indian Claims Settlement Act - PL

lOO~95).
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Viewing the records of correspondences and official documents from the effort to gain
federal recognition l6 , one sees a narrative of negotiations stretched out over more than
two decades. The Tribe filed suit in Federal Court in 1974 for the return of the Tribal
Common Lands (Manning, 55). In this suit, the tribe claimed that an 1870 Act
terminating Indian ,title and transferring the Common Lands to the town was in violation
of the 1790 Non..Intercourse Law. The Gay Head zoning by-) aws of 1983, the same year
when the Wampanoag fIlCSt petitioned for federal recognition. note certain areas as
"Cultural and Historic Places in the Town of Gay Head." Reflecting a shift toward
preserving the multiple historical legacies still quite visible in Aquinnah, these properties
begaDl,to be transferred back to the Wampanoag of Aquinnah in the late 80's and early

90's as trust lands.
Zoning regulations and construction on the island encounter constant conflict with
the tribe's efforts' at cultural preservation, and as Bret Steams of the Warnpanoag Natural
Resources Department said to me, when walking around Aquinnah and other up-islan.d
towns, one senses a dynamic "living history" in the dual presence of vibrant Wampanoag
history and non-tribal island history. On Martha's Vineyard, Wampanoag self
determination, combined with Aquinnah's mixed population and the existence of tribal
artifacts all over the island, sovereignty disputes arise frequently over the need for
permission to build something. Politics in Aquinnah is a compromise between multiple
factions, and the relationships between the tribe and local governments influence attitudes
about the rightful future of Nomans Land. In order to understand the impact of these
relationships on the cleanup of Nomans Land, it is necessary to examine the rifts that
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On record at the Oak Bluffs Public Library

have been exposed through recent zoning disputes in Aquinnah. Looking at these
conflicts, one begins to understand what Gloria Levitas Qleans when she writes,
"[i)o addition to the usual conflicts generated by processes of integration and
articulation, modernization and cbange, this small town has been ripped apart by
internal barnes" (33).
In the media reports of town meetings and court proceedings over a controversial
construction of a smail shed on tribal lands without a pennit from the town, one common
sentiment of non-tribal residents of Aquinnah is the view of the Aquinnah/Gay Head
Community Association Inc.• quoted from Association President Larry Hohlt in a
December lI lb 2003 MV Times editorial. In this statement, he suggests.the problematic
nature of applying agreements made before the Wampanoag became federally recognized
to the Wampanoag Tribe Itoday.

"Some have loslsight of the fact that the core issues in this appeal relate to whether
the terms, conditions and agx:eements struck among the town, Ithe tribal cou.ncil, the
Commonwealth and the Gay Head Taxpayers Association in the ~ 983 Settlement
Agreement are going to be enforced or whether a lower court',s decision that the now
tribe didn't waive its immumty to suit to enforce that agree·ment i.s coaect [siC'l] ... A
lower court decision by a sole judge on whethe_r there w.as or was not a waiver of
sovereign immunity to suit is one that 'begs' for an appeal."
A,t the heart of 'the zoning conflict, which coincides with the restoration of
Nomans Land, is a debate over who holds sovereignty within Aquinnah and in what
arenas that sovereign power exists. It is a conflict over whether the 1983 Settlement Act
gives the Tribe immunity from suit The lands under the original agreement "shall! be
subject to all Federal, State, and local laws, including zoning bylaws, State and! Federal
conservation laws and the regulations of the Martha's Vineyard Commission" (Sigelman,
12/4/03,4). One of the most frequently articulated concerns reflects a fear of ,the legal
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precedent being set with this case, which is that Aquinnah would no longer have a legal
recourse for responding to actions of the tribe.

In mid-December, when the Aquinnah Board of Selectmen decided not to appeal
the court decision that favored the tribe, statements made in public hearings reflected a
sense that what was at stake in this decision was more than just soverejgnty issues; the
outcome would impact future relations between Wampanoag and

non~Wampanoag

residents of Aquinnah and between the two governing authorities: the Aquinnah Board of
Selectmen and the Tribal Council. Responding to the Selectmen's decision, Larry Hohlt
said
"we are very disappointed that the Selectmen of Aquinnah have chosen not to appeal,
because such a. decision represents the failure of goveI1lIl1ent to take appropriate
measures to uphold its interests and rights ...and thus the interests. of all of those who
it serves" (Sigelman, ~2/i 1/03).
Though the Selectmen defended their decision on 'the grounds that comrnuni,ty
negotiations are bette}" than com enforcement, tensions mounted over the rolle of
selectman Carl Widdis, also a member of the tribe. Responding to notions that his
position on the tribe made him vote against a potential law suit, he said he "'had always
thought tbat any court decision would not be good for the community and the issue
needed to be decided by the people of the town" (Sigelman).
This comment reflects an apprehension to decisions imposed from the outside,

which Biolsi describes in his study, Deadliest Enemies:
"because they do not trust state police and courts, because tIley believe they will fare
poorly under state jurisdiction, because they worry about termination. and - on the
level of principle - because they believe state jurisdiction is fundamentany
inconsistent with Indian treaty rights and tribal sovereignty" (137).
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However, one distinction between Biolsi's comment and the reality in Aquinnah is that
Aquinnah can wield a kind of municipal authority. The debates between tribal and nontribal residents revolve around the question over whether or not cooperative arrangements
between the town and the Wampanoag Tribal Counci~ can actually worlk. One example
raised to show how past cooperative agreements have been poor is a 1995 decision in
which the Town of Aquinnah agreed to provide public safety services, like police, fire,
and medical services to the tribe for an annual rate. The town is currently arguing that
the Tribe has not fully paid its dues for public safety.17 In response, Chairperson Beverly
Wright said she was "unaware of th.e lack of payments ...but that according to the tribal
comptroller no payments would be made if the tribe does not receive an invoice"
(Sigelman, 12124/03). The tribe, however, has not pointed blame at who may be at fault
for

fa'~ling to

adhere to the tenus of the 1995 agreement.

This zoning dispute. has since been taken into new light with the decision m
December 2003 by Massachusetts Attorney General, Thomas F. ReiUy to intervene with
the appeal on behalf of the Commonwealth. IS According to Wampanoag Tribal Council
vice ,chairman, Donald Widdis, Reilly's action was a "necessary political stance," as the
state was party to the original settlement agreement. The timing of these actions by the
Massachusetts government seems to respond indirectly to a rolling by Judge William E.
Smith of the Federal District Court, which stated that Rhode Island "acted legally when it

raided a tax-free smoke shop run by 'the Narraganse~t Indians" (Sigelman). According to
the ruling, Rhode Island, which had a relationship to the 'tribe based on a 1978 settlement

17 Marjorie Spitz, the Aquinnah Town AccoUDtant, says that there was no payment for the Tribe's 1998
dues, aDd the last payment from the Tribe that the town received was $8,000 in 1999. Source: Sigelman.
"Tribe, Aquinnah Set Zoning Talks." MV Times. 12124/03.
18 Sigelman, Neilson. "Attorney General Will Intervene In Tribal Lawsuit," MV Times, 12131/03.
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act, was justified in taxing sales of cigarettes on tribal land. This ruling throws into
question the limitations of nation-to-nation status, further enforcing the idea that actions
by stale and national governments toward tribes cannot be analyzed in isolation from a
broader network of power relations.
During these hearings and amidst the tribal-town sentiments they unearth, long
time residents are compelled to look back on a history of political and non-political
relations between the Wampanoag of Aquinnah and the non-tribal residents. Maintaining
and repairing a delicate balance of tribal and non-,tribal sovereignty is a constant
challenge, and as Beverly Wright spoke at a hearing on the zoning dispute, in Aquinnah's
recent past there was no division between town and tribe like there is today.t9 Reflecting
on this comment in a December ll lh , 2003 letter to the editor, a resident of Aquinnah
suggests that "perhaps things would be ootter if we stopped separating people into tribe
and town and merely referred to one another as neighbors. Until that happens, if it ever
does, I think I've had enough of Aquinnah politics."

19

P. Valerius, ''Tammany Hall of Aquinnah,"letter to the editor, MY Times. 12111/03, p. 16
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Cleanin~ Up

Nornans Land: Mu16ple Perspectives

When speaking to tribal officers and residents of :the various island towns about
Nomans Land, I was struck by the spectrum of opinions about the island, the cleanup
effort., and its possible outcomes. Fredrik Barth asserts in Balinese Worlds that
developing an understanding of positionatity is crucial 'to traoing the ways people express
and negotiate various relatlionships, and this insight certainly bolds true for a study 'Of
Nomans Land. Barth notes that
'~the

prevalence of one world construction as against another, the relevance of distinct
tTclditions of knowledge in the interpretations of life's episodes, emerges from
innumerable decisions and commentaries in small and shifting social circles" (323).
Oiyen the impact of positionality on creating different and sometimes contradictory
accounts of events and acts, one must attempt to gain a multidimensional undeFS'tanding
when analyzing a conflict such as the Nomus Land cleanup effort.
The Wampanoag have a phrase, iootash; which means to "stand fInn or take a
stand." In an Environmental Handbook/or Tribal Policy Makers, published by the
Wampanoag Natural Resources Department, the concept of iootash is used to refer to an
attitude many Itribes adopt to reclaim autonomous control over their natural resources.
The handbook illustrates case studies of environmental initiatives by various tribes,
Lncludi'Dg tlrle Wampanoag-Waterworks Group Incorporated shellfish hatchery, which
sought to use "community-based! aquaculture" both to preserve the tribe's natural
resources and encourage i,ts ,economic development. The hatchery, the handbook states,
was an "opportunity to share [the]: newest industry technologies with local growers and
shellfish managers" (27). Like many tribal initiatives across the country, the shellfish
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hatchery faced mixed responses from the non-Wampanoag public. In the context of a
press release about Nomans Land on the Wampanoag webpage, ioot-ash refers to
"the Tribe's concern regarding the inadequate cleanup of hazardous materials ... for
the health, safety, and economic livelihood of its tribal members and all island
residents as weU as other coastal Massachusetts communities. These concerns have
spurned the tribe to iootash."
As the effort to clean up Nomans Land extends from months to years, tribal officers,
members, and non-members speak of different reasons 'to raIllyaround this and other
Wampanoag issues.
The Namra1l Resources Department, oae of the fIrst tribal organizations I spoke
with about Nomans La.nd, articulated a view of the troubled cleanup effort as a common
story of tribal-govemmental-mHitary relations. Reflecting a kind of extra-territorial
sovereignty, tribal authorities often find themselves lacking the power to gain reparations
for destroyed and c~ntaminated homeland; as one. officer of Natural Resources told me,
"what I would like to know is why the military feels it has the right to use and abuse land
that it took from Native American groups and then not feel obligated to restore the land it
no longer uses." To tribal rangers across the country, Urlese relations lbetween local, state,
and national governmental institutions and Native. American tribe·s are ail too familiar.
As Winona LaDuke writes in the concluding pages to An Our Relations, the history of
government relations with Native American tribes, par1icularly in the area of
Constitutional law, is one in which "die common good has been redefined as maximum
corporate production and profit" (199).
Offering a diJfferent perspective, Freddie R,undlet, the tribe's health director, sees
Nomans Land as a fusion of tJuee dIstinct narratives. In the first narrative, govemmental
notions of land ownership collide with tribal! conceptions of land stewardship, and the
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two parties fail to see an obligation to the island '$ restoration in the same way.
Emphasizing land stewardship over land ownership, the Wampanoag view their
attachment to Martha's Vineyard and the surrounding region differently from EuroPean
derived ideas of property rights. Silverman comments on me Wampanoag ,attachment to
land, saying that
"for the lndians, Martha's Vineyard was not just land but tbe homeland. Therefore,
despite often sharing Moshup's revulsion for the colonis'ts and enduring...pressure
from English men to follow him into exile, the' natives were determined to remain in
their iDatal territory" (457).

In another narrative, NomaDS Land is a valuable resource that has changed hands
throughout its history. Excellent fishing waters and a high mythological significance
made the island economically and culturally important for the Wampanoag, and as Annie
Wood notes, well before1700, "the Indians of Martha's Vineyard were using Noman's
Land as a summer camping ground, calling it Cappoaquit, meaning refuge islarui."20 The
seasonal occupation of Nomans Land rather than a year-round occupation may have
complicated Wampanoag claims as "stewards/" and, oYer time, land transfers separated
Nomans Land further away from the ltribe. Banks comments on the changes on Nomans
Land that occurred as control soifted from the Wampanoag to white people. He says,
"it is difficult for us to conceive of Noman's Land, which is now as innocent of any
foliage as an infant's poll, once supporting great forests and a thicket of undergrowlh;
yet in two centuries the whites, without thought or Wisdom, had despoiled it of its
verdant growth and rendered it an unproductive, barren isle."Z!

As control of the island became important for the mihtary, lhe Wampanoag
gradually lost claims to Ute island as a cultural center, at least in the eyes of lthe United
States government. Had Nomans Landi been closer in proximity toa ~arge white
2D

citation in Scon Jr.• Henry E. "Nom3!J'S Land Island: Its History And Legends," in DukEs Courtly

Inrelligencer, Aug. 1985, v. 27. DO. ~,p. 6.
21 Banks, cited in Wood, Bertrand. p. 3.
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population center and not associated with the Wampanoag tribe, one can only speculate
the leverage the military could wield to us.e ,the land. At the heart of the island's complex
history of shifting land use and occupation, as well as Wampanoag and non-Warnpanoag
claims of ownership/stewardship, is a dynamic set. of power relations between local, state,
and iIIlational institutions and Native American tribes.

Mr. Rundlet added that this narrative is underscored by a Federal Surplus Law,
which states that if the government owns land that it no looger uses in close proximity ~o
a Native American tribe, the land is supposed to be returned to the tribe. Nomans Lrnd's
uninhabitable state and the potential risk it poses to the region 22 complicates the situation,
and in a letter from the tribe to the Massachusetts Director of Environmental Health,
Chairperson Beverly Wright notes that "figures between ~ 987 and 1994 show that Gay
Head residents had a 43% higher rate of cancer than the state average" (11116/00).
Though 'the connection between rhe unexploded ordnance on Nomans Land and in i,ts
waters has not been proven to be the cause of Aquinnah and Chilmark's high cancer
rates, officials in the tribe see a potential health threat being covered over by bUFeaucratic
procedure.
The final piece of narrative in Mr, Rundlet1s analysis is one closely tied to tile
creation of public opinion. Moving among the different communities on Martha's
Vineyard, especially in the up-island towns that live in close proximiW to tbeuibe, the
tensions between Wampanoag and noo-tribal islanders are often palpable. In t!he
meetings and correspondences between the tribe, environmental groups, the Navy and
Department of Interior, and the Town of Chilmark, contrasting claims to island identity

22 A cancer incidence study released from the Massachusetts Department of Public Health reponed cancer
incidence rates in Aquinnah at 93% above the state average (hnp://www.wampanoagtribe.net/news/).
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and heritage t as well as a fear of one party monopolizing the negotiation process, ace
sources of tension.
From the tribe's perspective, articulated to me by Beverly Wright, the politics
surrounding Nomans Land ace essentially driven by economics. As Wright said frankly,
"relations between the Feds and tribes ace ultimately about money." Since it would cost
millions of dollars to restoFe Nomans Land to how it was before World War II, the
Interior and Defense departments are reluctant to engage in an extensive cleanup, and
bureaucratic procedme often serves to stall and evade the health and cultural resource
preservation issues raised by the tribe. Bud Olivera, the manager of the US Fish &
Wildlife Service Great MeadowsJNomans Land Island National Wildlife Refuge~ said
that the slow progress of more extensive cleanup activities is due

hom to an "inadequate

budget to effectuate the clean-up and [to] the possible detriment to the important wildlife
and plant species on Nomans Island. n 2.3 In light of these comments, the ,economic
explanation of the conflict is certainly valid.
Wright's direct assessment of Nomans Land came to me after weeks of analyzing
documentation and speaking with people in Natura1 Resources, Education, Health, as
well as non-tribal islanders, who suggested other causes of the oonflict. While economics
is at the heart of Nomans Land's cleanup effort, as it is with most relationships between
Native American Itribes and the US government. the contlict seems also Ito be a clash of
ideologies, driven by underlying apprehensions to give the Wampanoag of Aquinnah
jurisdiction over a wider span of land. Furthermore, it is a clasb of tribal and military

ZJ
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notions of sovereignty and risk, and as Nan Doty, the tribe's education director with
whom I communicated frequently, suggests,
"in the military mindset, there are necessary risks of War, and potential health threats
like this don't seem to have top priority."
The slow progress of cleanin.g up Nomans Land and the reluctance by state and federal
institutions to making it inhabitable through a more e~tensive cleanup reflect a power
structure, which often seems Ito give less priority to public health issues than to the
interests of those in power.
In the simplest terms, the Wampanoag Tribe of Aquinnah would like to regain
access to a portion of sacred ground that has been denied them for centwies. The
Wampanoag continue to be forbidden access by law and threatened by the existence of
hazardous unexploded ordnance, and, as Beverly Wright said, "we'd settle for even just a
couple of acres to use for cultural ceremonies." In a letter written in the late 1990's to
Faith Roessel, Special Assistant to the Secretary of the US Department of Interior, she
writes that it is the
"intent of the Wampanoag Tribe of Gay Head/Aquinnah to seek claim to property,
plant, and equipment from the South Weymouth Naval Air Station... under the 1995
round of the (BRAe) Base Oosure and Realignment ACt."2ol
There is numerous evidence of individual trespassers heading out in fishing
vessels to dock on Nomans Land, but the Wampanoag as a tribe cannot set foot on the
island. As the Department of Interior advocates for Nomans Land's sole existence as a
Wildlife Refuge, and debris remains on and around the island, tribal occupation continues
to be impossible. Beverly ended OUI discussion by saying that "when dealing with the
Federal Government, tribes learn to be patient," and I realized how, years after

~ Source: Chilmark Town Hall, Nomans Land Island Repository Re{;ords
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negotiations commenced, the tribe is still campaigning for a satisfactory cleanup. And
this is only one of several ttibalissues being negotiated.
When assessing the politics of the WampanoagTribe of Aquinnah, one needs to
avoid perceiving issues as separate cases, for at any given moment, the Tribal Cound~
faces numerous, interrelated matters. The cleanup of Nomans Land is intimately affected
by a network of relations and zoning laws, .and disputes ranging from small
disagreements to high-profile court proceedings need to be evaluated as to their impact
on other tribal issues. Often, the local media focuses its reportin,g on a single conflict, as
has been the case with the latest zoning disagreement. In the presence of this kind of
media attention, one must ask why certain things are reported over other items. How
does ilt indirectly comment on issues not addressed? Furthermore, how is the
Wampanoag and non-Wampanoag public in.fonned, and how does the level of
infonnation affect their involvement?

•
When I asked Beverly Wright about the extent of public involvement in the
cleanup campaign, she said! that the tribe has "taken aU avenues available." A Public
Involvement Program (PIP) designed ItO edlllcate the public about the technical aspects 'Of
the cleanup and facihtate the flow of information is one OF Ithe most important
infrastructures in place for negotiations. to continue effectively.

mher letter written to

Bud Olivera on March 23 m, 2000, she sets out the [mbal expectations of a Public
Involvement Program, with an underlying premise that the Wampanoag Tribe be
included in all aspects of the cleanup. The PIP asks for.
i) Designation of Aquinnah Town and Tribal libraries to be repositories

2) A Site Mailing list
3) Public comments to all reports of the cleanup phases
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4) Periodic Hearings
5) Written responses by the publishers of the reports to the public's comments
6) Ora] progress updates to PIP Coord.i!.nator
7) DisclosUJ'e of aU public documents
8) Complete list of risks
9) Current status of response actions
10) Progfess reports in Environmental Monitor
Despite the Public Inv.olvement Plan, conunents from the Draft Scope of Work
Supplemental EnviFonmental Baseline Survey (4/25/03) suggest that full support of tribal
involvement is lacking. In one comment by the Bureau of Indian Affairs regarding the
US Fish and WildFife Service's classification of an "Authorized Visitor," the Bureau
writes that "consideration should be given for the tribe to visit remaining burial sites
without being considered trespassers." Interestingly, though the tribe has been denied
access because of perceived risk to human visitors, Foster Wheeler's studies assert the
island's non-toxic state. Horsley & Winen" the Wampanoag's environmental contractor,
commenting on one of those studies, "concludes that the Navy's finding from the Phase
II Comprehensive Assessment Report (March 2(01) of nO' significant risk to 'human
health aJld public welfare are flawed" (5/14/03).
In the print media and ,the published Jiesponses to ilie cleanup reports conducted
by foster Wheeler, opinions expressed on the issue reflect widely-varying concerns. For
example, prior to the Baseline Survey, in a 1998 Vineyard Gazette article, Mark Alan
Lovewell comments on the military's plans for land transfer, saying that "[Aquinnah}
Selectman David Vanderhoop...favors the transfer of the property ... but he wants to
make sure the Warnpanoag tribe can playa part in the future management of the
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island."2S Reflecting the opposite opinion, Lovewell notes that "Mr. Olivera... wants a
core of Island naturalists involved." lmmediately after the Navy gave up 'Some of its
control over Nomans Land, the conflict grew into a rift between environmentalists and
the tribe, exposing diverging ideas about the istand's rightful stewardship and occupation.
The nature of these disparate views and their idealized outcome derives from a
long history-of tribalrelations with the federal government. These relations are
structured around economic policies, Nomans Land's cultural 'stgnificance" its current
desolation, the potential health threats posed by unexploded ordnance, and a desire since
gaining federal recognition to reclaim elements of tribal identity. The comments from
triball members and close friends articulate an argument for cleaning up the island
sufficiently to allow for human inhabitation, however, the movement to act by the Navy
and the overarching bureaucratic system has been slow. In an email sent by the tribe to
the repositories of records,

ent~tled

a "Nomans Island Trespassers Scenario," the

Wampanoag illustrate the numerous ways the island poses a threat ,to the surrounding
area iif it is not cleaned more thoroughly. Among the scenario's "methods for exposure"
to toxic materials on Nomans Land are sustenance food acquisition, cranberry harvesting,
waterfowl hunting and fishing, recreational boating (possibly the hardes-t to regulate),
collection of antiques and artifacts, removal of ordinances for souvenirs, overnight
camping, ceremonial activities, fire building, and research by US Fish and Wildlife
Service personnel. As Jackie Grey, a graduate student working on a dissertation in
Anthropology, comments on one of Foster Wheekr's reports, '-'there is no way to prevent

~ "Military Prepares Noman's Land For Transfer," 4/2811998
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all human access to the island, be it the Coast Guard, ecologists, fishennan. or tourists.
The island should be rendered safe for all human beings."u
Views opposing the Tribe reflect tribal-town relations as well as the influence of
representations of Nomans Land by non-tribal islanders throughout its history.
Conversing with older non-tribal islanders, I noticed that they sometimes attribute a
different point of origin to the history of Nornans Land. Rather than speaking of it in
connection to Wampanoag culture, non-tribal island natives sometime speak of Nomans
Land in tenns of its connection to Leif Erickson and the site of the landing of
Bartholomew Gosnold, the European ultimately credited with the "discovery" of
Martha's Vineyard. This seems to reflect both a fluctuating relationship between the
tribe and! the rest of the island population as well as the influence of texts and images
used to portray Nomans Land to white audiences.
Marshall Sahlins asserts in Islands of History that because "history is culturally
ordered" (vii), developing an understanding of systems and structures does not account
fully for the interconnected histories Ithat cause structural! ,change. Demonstrating how
history is culturally constructed, he says that the anthropologist's task is to study events.
Furthermore, he writes in response to Geertz, an "event j,s a relation between a happening
and a structure (or structures): an encompassment of the phenomenon-in-itself as a
meaningfu~

value, from which follows a. specific bistorical efficacy" (xiv).

Applying Sahlins's ideas to the range of opinions about the Nomans Land
conflict, one sees how notions of stewardship by the Wampanoag reflect their history of
using and caring for the' land. On the other hand, the European conception of ownership

Annotated responses to public review comments or Draft Phase II Comprehensive Site Assessment
(11/29/2000), January 2001.
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as regulated by law impacts a non-tribal islander's different interpretation of historical
events. Interpretations of history influence views about the island as something pristine
and possibly even fantastical, and this contrasts with notions of Nomans Land as an
island in need of restoration, to be returned to its original stewards for political, cultural,
and economic purposes. These notions are reflected in both literary and non-literary
formats.
Though -the literature about Nomans Land is minimall, among some of the most
influentialltexts are ones wriUen early in the twentieth century, including Annie Wood's
1931 Isle of Romance. In a kind of eulogy to the island in ,the fmal pages of this teXIt, she
says
"we revel in the peace and quiet of our island home and enjoy... the natural beauties
of the little spot on God's earth, called Noman's Land" (151).

In this passage, Wood evokes just one of many imaginative narratives of Nomans Land
depicting the land with religious or fantastical beauty. Similarly, reminiscing about the
island's troubled history, Bertrand Wood reflects in 1978 how
"we were ,the only persons ,on the island that day, and it gave one an eerie feeling, as
if ghosts of the past were present, as we tramped over the rough lillis and vales
i{Oward the cliffs along ~e southern shores..... (113).
Peter Iseman, a resident of Martha's Vineyard, used similar imagery, writing in New

England Monthly how
"as a child with a bedroom window on a Vineyard bluff by the ocean, I had PeOpled
uninhabited Nomans Land with beings of fantasy - a race of giants, then dwarfs, a
lost tribe of Indians" (38).
The fantastical imagery surrounding Nomans Land that mixes myth with history appears
not to be unique among the non-tribal islander population and is often associated with tile
portrayal of Nomans Land as pristine. This image resonates in comments made by Coco
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Adams, chairperson of the Chilimark Historical Commission, to, one of Foster Whee"1er's
reports. Arguing on whether or not to allow human access to Nomans Land, she wri'tes,
"it is one of the few places left "untouched by builders" on the East Coast. ..The
"health" issues o,f the Wampanoags are a problem for study ... Please leave the island
just as its name implies. Noman's Land." (italics added for emphasis)
Similarly, environmenta] advocacy groups often use images of 'the island's pristine state
to make a case for prohibiting human inhabitation. Gus Ben David of Martha's

Vineyard's FeHx Neck Wildlife SanctuaIY depicts the island in this way when he reflects
in an article for the Vineyard Gazette.
"I sat and reflected on the incredible beauty that is around and then imagined what
would happen if there was no way to control public visitation" (Delbonis, 6/8/90)
In some instances, this idea of Nomans Land as a kind of island paradise is exploited to
the point of verging on the absurd, as in the case of a "No MallS Land Colony" Real
Estate Development Brochure from 1946. In this leaflet, besides having no mention of
the island's Wampanoag roots, the developers sought to ,create a fishing and recreational
resort, complete with a. golf course, arguing ilts convenience in already having "a landing
field ... made by the government in their four-year occupation." Furthermore, the
brochure states that "the cost of membership will be $5000 with no dues, and each
member will have title to a building site."
Comments from the enlisted men on Nomans Land during the war years reflect
one possible military view of the land. Understanding their time on the island may help
to construct the Navy's relationship to the island and its reasons for not feeling obliged to
complete its restoration. As Henry Scott, a navy lieutenant, writes,
"On that three-mile-long island, four miles south of Gay Head, some 36 enlisted men
under an old-time Navy chief were quartered to tend two targets - Meat-Ball and
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Excelsior - one at the East end of Noman's and the other at ·the West end...The men,
many from Texas and Ithe Midwest, caned Noman's the end ofthe earth" (l26~7).
From this quote, it seems Ithat even during occupation, the Navy did not perceive NomaIls
Land as something worthy of care, and, in contrast to Wampanoag notions of
stewardship, the military merely saw itself as owners.

In opposition to views sugges.ting that allowing tribal access is

imposs'~ble,

some

non-Indian island residents hold an opinion of Nomans Landi that is more sympathetic to
the Wampanoag claim. In the same article quoting Mr. Ben David, Paula Delbonis notes
how, despite the control of the process by environmental groups and the US Fish and
Wildlife Service,
"some Chilmark homeowners bave led efforts in the past Itrying Ito bar lthe bombing of
Nomans Land, but Wildlife experts have found no damage to the island because of
the lmilitary exercises."
Fwthermore, in one of the comments to reports published by Foster Wheeler, a non-tribal
islander responds to the push for on]y a mil1imal restoratJion of Nomans Land, articulating
#

the sense that die island's lengthy history has been destmyed:
"Want Ito see more cleanup - The Island existed for 10,000 years, and the Navy
destroys it in 5'0 years and now says it will only clean up for non human inhabitants 
please clean up!"
Negotiations between Federally Recognized tri1bes, local, and national authorities
involve dynamic relationships that can, shift on the slightest impact from a variety of
sources. These negotiations can be temperamental like the negotiations between 'nations,
and in that sense, Federnlly Recognized Tribes are in a nation-to-nation relationship,
implyin-g equality with the United States government. A ruling for or against another
tribe in another part of the country can legitimize or delegitim.ize Ithe reasons behind the
Wampanoag's negotiations with the Feds, and, combined wi,th puMic pressures from
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tribal and non-tribal sources as well as the influence of multiple island histories. the effort
to restore Nomans Land is one in which perspective and power are key factors.
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Bureaucratic~Power:

Monopoly of thE: Negotiations over Nomans Land

Having addressed the roles of perspective and community development in shaping
individual and group reactions to the cleanup of Nomans Land, I would now like to
assess the importance of a second factor, perhaps most visible in the negotiations between
conflicting p·arties: the use of power. Anthropologists have written extensively over the
last few decades on the subject of power, focusing on symbolic p<>wer, state and non-state
modes of domination, and the relationship of power to other cultural constructions.
Michel Foucault, writing in PowerlKnowledge, speaks about the relationship between
truth and power, arguing that "truth isn't outside power...Each society has its regime of
truth, its general politics of truth: that is the types of discourse which it accepts and
makes function as true" (131). This connection between truth and power is noteworthy,
for the negotiations over Nomans Land often seem to revolve over disputed notions of the
truth: the true owner of Nomans Land, the true extent of damage caused by the Navy's
repeated bombing, the nature of the health threat posed to the tribe, the perception that
scientific studies on Nomans Land produces infallible results, as well as an ongoing
discourse over who is truly sovereign in tribal-state-nation disputes.
Power and authority on Nomans Land are established often in symbolic terms,
under the guise of bureaucratic procedure. Meetings between disputing parties pass
smoothly over controversial issues by masking the risk Nomans Land poses for the tribe
and neighboring island towns. As David Kertzer writes in Ritual. Politics. and Power,
"through symbolism we recognize who are the powerful and who are the weak, and
through the manipulation of symbols the powerful reinforce their authority" (5). Military
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authority is perpetuated symbolically and verbally in the language used and actions taken
by .the Department of Interior" the Navy, and Foster Wheeler. Interestingly, however, this
language seems to range from the lhighly technical to the extremely subjective. For
example, in a letter written by' Horsley & Witten to David Barney of the United States
Navy, H&W criticizes the Navy's incomplete use of its "Conceptual Site Model for the
Human Health Risk Characterization" - a sysrem for accurately measuring risks posed to
neighboring populations. One paragraph earlier, H&W criticizes the Navy's use .of the
vague quantifier, "many mussels," in a study iintended to measure the level of potentia.l!ly
contaminated run-off. The United States military establishment, through its control of the
language of bureaucracy, seems to strategically use technical-sounding terminology to

.

assert its authority, yet the existence of ambiguous language suggests that this authority is
widded both under the guise of "objective science" 'and subjective distortion of the facts.
Meetings and other kinds of "officialization strategies," to use Pierre Bourdieu's
ltenn ("The Work o~ Time," 108-110), act as a kind of ritual that seems to legitimize a
process and create a sense of "truth." Bourdieu writes in The Logic Of Practice that
"politics is the arena par excellellce of officialization strategies" (109), a1ild in the case of
Nomans Land, it is the politics of bureaucracy that seems to mask the Wampanoag's
claims to sovereignty and risks posed by Nomans Land the most. In a similar discussion
of the power of ritual, David Kertzer describes ritual as communicating "not only the
authority of the head of the state or organization; it is also important in maki..ng claims to
positions of polit~cal importance within that state" (29). In <the bureaucratic procedure to
clean up Nomans Land, power over perceptions of the trUth is wielded by state and
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federal organizations - neighboring towns, environmental groups, and the United StateS
government - over a federally recognized tribe.
Through the manipulation of bureaucratic procedure, the Uni'tes States
government asserts its authority by controlling perceptions about the truth of the conflict
One arena where power is wielded both open]y and subtly is in the public meetings
between the tribe, neighboring townspeople, and organizations siding either in favor of or
in opposition to the Wampanoag. Itt these meetings, personal anecdotes reveal 'the
prevalence of discursive games of power, in which the languag_e of bureaucracy masks
the uneven power dynamics of negotiations. Describing th€ way negotiations can work

to silence ,the voices of experience from longtime island residents, Nan Doty, the
Education director of the tribe, herself a resident of Chil.mark, said
'They're quite smooth, eerily smooth. Most of ,the people there don't know the
history, so when '(he Navy says ,the impact was miolmal, they accept it as fact I know
having grown up here that even in Chilmark, one, could feel the explosions. At one
meeting, I raised this issue, but as soon as they figured out I was with the Tribe, they
dismissed it as biased."
Looking at these meeti1ngs as a form of social interaction led 'We to consider their
rote in creating a power structure based around control over procedure. Though I was on
Martha's Vineyard for three months

ana continually kept an eye On local news for eight

months afterwards, meetings about Nomans Land during that time were a rarity. This
seems in part due to an ongoing study conducted by Foster Wheeler on Nomans Land
over July and August of 2003,.,Dut dearly the schedule of meetings and procedures set ,a
pace for the progress of negotiations, reflecting how power can be wieided simply by
controlling the rhythm and avenues for change.
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Bourdieu notes in "From Rules to Strategies" how choice and constraint influence
social actors. In the actions of participants in the Nomans land conflict, strategy and
linguistic "games of power" significantly impact relations between parties, and, in fonnal
correspondences and meetings, the Navy strives to use "officialization strategies" to
assert and legitimize its relative power. In The Logic of Practice, Bourdieu notes that the
role of official representations is to "institute the principles of a practical relation to the
natural and social world in words, objects, practices, and especially in collective public
events" (l08). The Navy and the Department of Interior throughout this conflict have
used a monopolization of official language and protocol - shown here by their ability to
define what is biased and what is not -to legitimize their authority, beginning perhaps
with the drafting of their Joint Management Agreement.
Language used in the 1970 Agreement established a hierarchy of organizations
that are able to affect changes on Nomans Land, with the Department of Defense at the
top. This document, declaring that both the Navy and the Department of Interior agree to
manage Nomans Land "to benefit migratory birds and other wildlife to the extent
consistent with military requirements"(italics added for emphasis), sets down explicit
rules by which the military will always be central to change on the Island. These
requirements included that:
1) Improvement to the wildlife environment will be performed by military
personnel, with technical assistance provided by the Bureau {of Sport Fisheries &
Wildlife],
2) Only official visits by military and Bureau personnel will be permitted after a
clearance by Commander Fleet Air Quonset,
3) The general public will not be permitted,
4) The agreement can be tenninated at any time by the Secretary of the Navy, "in the
interest of National Defense."
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There is no mention of the Wampanoag Tribe in the agreem.ent, inviting broad
interpretation and sweeping military controL Even though control over Nomans Land
shifted toward the US Fish & Wildlife Service in 1996, the agreed timetable for change
on Nomans Land included "'00 plans for changing Noman's Land's present isolation"
(Lovewell, Vineyard Gazene, 6/28/96).
From ,the earfiest discussions over the future of Nomans Land, the Navy has
promoted

a lexicon to describe its aotivity on the island during the war years. For

example, when the Navy asserts that only Udummy bombs" were dropped on Nomans
Land, (Reston, 5/100) this terminology distorts the reality of what actually happened on
the island 'and establishes sole military authority in understanding .the specifics of
bombLng training runs. The implication is that "dummy bombs," in contFaSt to real
bombs, incur no explosive impact on land. therefore posing no threalln opposition to
this assumption, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection observe that

•
"there is anecdotal evidence that des'troyers based out of Newport,

R~

occasionaLly

conducted target practice at Nomans Land Island by fl[iog training ordnance wi,th shipmounted artillerf1." Despite evidence of high degrees of impact on Nomans Land and
the surrounding region, the Navy's assertions hold weight over anecdotes Ithat speak: to
the contrary. As Beverly Wright said to me and other descriptions confirm,
''The navy's statements about only dropping "dummy bombs" 'make no sense because
I can recall growing up with that place [Noman_s Land] on fire. Y Oli could both hear
and see the impact."

'l7

Letter fTom Horsley & Witten to David Barney, Caretaker site office, May 7 m, Zoo3, p. 4.
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In a description of similar mayhem occurring during bombing runs, written for the Dukes

County lntelligencer (Feb. '84, v. 25, no. 3), Henry Scott, a Navy Lieutenant stationed on
Nomoos Land

m1994, writes how

"of course. there was an occasional lapse, as when a flight from a mainland base, Dot
properly briefed, was fooled by the name Noman's ...and "shot up" lhe place, much to
the ,consternation of the men there... the rockets used in practice were not explosive
and simp~y tore up the ground" (126).

The term "dummy bombs" and other, more technical phrases mask a reality and promote
the military's version of tlhe truth over that of the tribe, non-tribal Vineyarders, and even
people who were stationed on Nomans Land at tlle time.
Besides using language to mask realities, the Navy, Interior, and Foster Wheeler's
reports monopolize negotiations by manipulating language to suppress claims that
problems are being neglected om Nomans Land. Documents from tbe Department of
Defense promote rhetoric of the miss~on of the military, showing that perhaps health risks
and unresolved sovereignty issues are justifia'ble in the name of defense. In a "'Mulliitions
Res,ponse Site Prioritization Protocol Fact Sheet:' designed in Februa_ry of 2002, a
document refleoting the way federal language works to sanitize the realities of highimpact military activities, the Department of Defense writes that.
''To ensure their readiness to protect and defend out nation, our Military forces
conduct live-fire training and testing with weapons systems at ranges throughout the
United States. As a result, some properties ... have been found or are suspected to
contain unexploded ordnance."
The fact sheet goes on to explain the goals behind a plan in which, "in
consultation with representatives of the States and Indian Tribes," the Defense
Department will establish a protocol "for assigning to each defense site a relative priority
for munitions-response activities." From this brief fact sheet, one again senses an
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emphasis on procedure over results, and though the document pertains to a protocol
involving relations between the Defense Department and Native American tribes, the
protocol uses only official military jargon.
Throughout negotiations over the cleanup of Nomans Land, advocates of the
tribe's position have repeatedly challenged the use of language that masks or limilS a fun
understandirig of the risks posed by unexploded ordnance. For example, in a letter to Ithe
Caretaker Site Office of the former South Weymouth Naval Air Station (SnI03), HorsIey
& Witten agrees with a comment from the Bureaul of Indian Affairs, written February-r',
2003, that addresses "unidentified magnetic anoma!lies" discovered on the surface and
shore of the island. The two organizations, responding to the suppression of studies by
the Navy, question why "many magnetic anomalies were prematurely dismissed when no

hisloricalline ofevidence could be found to support the presence of past milittary activity
at any particular anomaly's location:-' H&W cr1iticizes the Navy's assertion that direct
causation between military activity and the current state of debris on the island needs to
be made to justify further s;tudy. They write that
"[t .seems reasonable to assume that, over the years, some munitions fired at the Island

would be off-target" and land in areas not designed for military activity... Hi&W
concurs with MA DEP in that a more comprehensive characterization of magnetic
anomalies would help Ito fully determine the types of ordnanve deployed, support the
assessment of ecological risk posed by remaining ordnance and associated residues,
and provide a concurrent opportunity to sample subsurface soils for potential
leachate."
These two different views on the importance of magnetic anomalies as evidence
of UXOs reflects a possible conceptual division of the term "cleanup." This term is
loaded with so-called objective technical meaning for the Department of Defense and
Interior as well as environmental groups. However, it is also an emotionally-loaded term
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fOF residentS' of the area who see the islaBd's cleanup as necessary for the' removal of a
threat to public health and the resolution of a troubled history. Phrases, such as "no

historical line of evidence," "no significant risk," and the designation of a "no-action"
site reflect the use of terminology present in negotiations, effectively constraining
progress.
Furthennore, the Environmental Protection Agency, commenting on sUlface
studies produced by Foster Wheeler, questions Foste! Wheeler's assessment of risk posed
~o

the regions surrounding a minimally restored Nomans Land (the EPA's approach

interestingly differs ftom the position of other envirommental groups, such as Feiix Neck
Wildlife Sanctuary, who do not see Nomans Land as ever being populated again).
Arguing against Foster Wheeler's category of "no risk," the EPA wri,tes that
"the report claimed no risk to public we1fare; however, limitations of public use of
public lands and its associated resources due to hazardous material is considered a
risk of harm to pub~ic welfare under the MCP {Massachusetts Contingency Plan)."28
Respond~ng

to the same dassification of risk as the Navy defines the term, HOJsley &

Winen notes ,that the
"Navy's assessment of risk at Nomans Island has t!>een a piecemeal approach .. .It
appears from the Navy's documents tbat no further human health risk assessment is
planned that incorporates the new data. ,,29
The Wampanoag Tribe of Aquinnah have also addressed the ways lthe Navy and
Foster Wheeler use science and pfocedure Ito portray a distorted version of the level of
contamination and risk on Nomans Land. Beverly Wright asks [or future studies of the
consumption of fish and shellfish from the island's coastal waters to "utilize the average

III Annotated responses to public review comments, Draft Phase IT: Comprehensive Site Assessment,
November 29th, 2000.
29 utter to David Ramey. US Navy, Caretaker Site office. Supplemental Comments for Nomans Land
Island: Review of Draft Phase IIA.
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fish and shellfish consumption rate for the Wampanoag Tribe [5.6 grams/person/day] to
calculate risk of consuming contaminated fish and shell fish.,,30 In other words, the
Wampanoag and ,their allies have asked that the risks of conwnination on Nomans Land
be assessed with a model that mimics reality, rather than one that perpetuates a hierarchy
of bureaucratic power.
Unfornmately, efforts to make the Navy and Interior accountable to AqUinnah and
surrounding towns have occasionally been hurt by environmental conservation initiatives
beginning in the 19705. Peter Iseman notes the ironic twist in how "demands to make the
Navy return Nomans Land to civilians were undermined by Senator Kennedy's weU
intentioned efforts to pass the Comprehensive Nantucket Sound Islands Trust Bm" (42).
lDescribing Aquinnah's reaction to the Kennedy Conservation Bill, Gloria Levitas notes
that they
"acted predictably. They were outraged at the idea of outsiders d'emanding 'control of
their lands - and particularly incensed because ,town commOR lands as well as private
property were involved" (539).
Reactions to conserv,ation ~egislation reflect a division of priorities between conserving
the environment and protecting 'native populations and their lands. More recently than
the 70's and 80's bills to which Levitas and Iseman refer, conflict between conservation
and tribal ,sovereignty is further demonstrated in Senator Kennedy's letter to the Secretary
of the Navy, written January 26lb , 1998.

"I am confident that the Navy, as responsible stewards of federal land, wiH see tntH
the removal of this iUnexp~oded ordinance is, a necessity in order for this island to be
inc;:luded in the National: Wildlife Refuge System."

J()

Beverly Wrighl, Draft comments for Nomans Land Island Review Draft Phase llA, 7I24l2OO2
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By classifying the Navy as "stewards of federal land," Kennedy' s letter reasserts
the Defense Depanment's authority over the Wampanoag, thus not accounting for the
tribe's claims to the land or for their interest in the total removal of unexploded ordnance
and other hazardous materials. On April 281b , 1998, when the Navy contracted Foster
Wheeler to perform a surface clearance of unexploded ordnance (UXO) on Nomans Land
Island, gaining permission from the Chilmark Conservation Commission,31 a procedure
began, which, regardless of intent, did not give the Wampanoag Tribe of Aquinnah equal
share of power in deciding the level of cleanup conducted on the island. Though this
narrative is both common and heartbreaking, as we see from examining parallel cases, the
Wampanoag Tribe of Aquinnah can potentially create policy changes in their favor.

31

"1998 Cleanup Efforts" brief. on record at the Wampanoag Natural Resources Dept.
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A Common Narrative: Nomans Land in the Context of Triba'l-State-FederaIRelations
Wampanoag efforts to stimulate a total cleanup of Noman$ Land"are part of a long
global history of relations between Native American tribes and state, locali, and national
governments. Similar sovereignty issues facing the James Bay Cree, the Native
populations of Hawaii, and the Innu of Goose Bay offer insights into analyzing the
Wampanoag campaign for Nomans land on a broader scale. All three case s,tudies
reflect a common native relationship to the land, which Ronald Niezen writes about in
Defending the Land: Sovereignty and Forest Life in James Bay Cree Society.
''The Cree, like other egalitarian foraging societies, place more emphasis on
adaptability to the land rather than accumulation" (17).
Contrasting views of property ownership and land stewardship often form the foundation
of many disputes over sovereignty, so it is important to note the similarities and
differences among such disputes and see if any insights can be gained for possible actions
on Nomans Land.
The James Bay Cree of Quebec in the 1970's, like tbe Wampanoag of Aquinnah,
sought regional autonomy, resisted cult:ura1 homogenization, and reacted against the
intervening bureaucracy (Niezen, 2-3). Furthermore, the experience of the James Bay
Cree illustrates the way negotiations in a highly state-controlled process can work to
suppress certain points of view. Niezen looks at developments in Cree society around
1972, when the Quebec government's Premier Bourassa announced plans for Ithe
construction of a $6 billion project on the La Grande River, territory to which me Cree
claimed ancestral ties. Having not been consulted on this massive construct,ion project,
the Cree mobilized into a union of leaders seeking 'to place a moratorium on construction
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until claims to native land could be resolved. After a series of court cases and appeals,
the provincial government of Quebec and the federal government along with Cree and
Inuit representatives negotiated the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement. TItis
policy essentially gave the Quebec government jurisdiction over land considered for the
construction. while the Cree and Inuit representatives gained inclusion in the provincial
system. The Cree also negotiated as part of the agreement a plan to gain regional
autonomy over education, health care, and. an hlcome Security Program designed to
guarantee steady incomes for tbe families of hunters (3).
Though the details of the dispute between the Canadian and Quebec governments
and the James Bay Cree differ ffom the conflict over Nomans Land, there are two

•

developmen~s

in James Bay worth noting. First, as Niezen writes, when establishing

relations between Native American groups and we Canadian government, "native
regional autonomy was found to be a two-edged sword" (4). Niezen analyzes how
autonomy w01"ked in two directions for the Quebec government; though it strengthened
the province's legitimacy by showing its ability to address intemal conflicts, it also
decreased stability as the relationship between provincial and native leaders faltered.
In dIe case of Nomans Land, it's important to look at the ways tbe Wampanoag
Tribe sought autonomy in, seeking to gain access to 'the island and at how federal
recognition both helps and hinders the tribe's progress in negotiations. The history of the
Wampanoag's abiJi,ty ,to address sovereignty issues with the federal government reflects
the powerful ways gai.n1ng federal recognition changes relations between tribes, local,
state, and national governments, and oilier advocacy organizations. Considering how this
newly acquired status seems to require the Warnpanoag to follow specified avenues for
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change - avenues that are part of the power dynamics of an overarcbing bureaucracy 
federal recognition appears to make more subversive avenues less of an option.
Niezen defInes relations between native and non-native goV'emments in Canada to
be governed by "the politics of embarrassment," referring 'to tribal tactic-s aimed at
exposing contradictions and unequal treatment in governmental policy. He writes bow
the tribe' s I' struggle against their possible inclusion in a sovereign Quebec shows that
wider issues of nationa:l and international significance can come under the purview of
relatively small indigenous populations" (5). The history of sovereignty among tribes in
Canada differs from the United States in how the governments have chosen to recognize
Native American self-determination. In the case of the Cree and other groups in the
region. Canada's poUcy of not granting its native populations the status of "peoples" with
respec't to international law - which would entitle indigenous groups to certain rightsbecame an issue of protest at. the United Nations. In a policy shift of the Canadian
government, Niezen writes,
"Indigenous delegates to the fifty-third session of the Working Group on the Draft
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples [October 31 ~" 1996] were surprised
by a formal statement by the representatives ,of Canada which, included, "the
Government of Canada accepts a right of self-determination ~or indigenous peoples
which respects the political, constitutional and territorial integrity of democratic
states"" (114).
Among the Wampanoag, a federally recognized tribe, autonomy gained from even the
most symbolic victory in the cleanup of Nomans Land alters the dynamic relationships
between tribal, local, state, and national organizations, but one must remember that
autonomy is not a one-sided term.
As Niezen and otbers argue; granting tribal autonomy is simply a new method
federal governments use to deal with native populations. He defines regional autonomy

•

7[
for the Cree as "the newest" and most effective form of cultural assimilation" (6).
Similarly, Thomas Biolsi, writing in Deadliest Enemies, places tribal "self
determination" in a historical framework, saying that
"the last century of Indian policy in the United States is commonlfy divided into the
follow~ng rough sequence: the "civilization" period, 1880-1934 (uniformity/
assimilation); the Indian New Deal, 1934-1950 (uniqueness/separatism); the
"tennination period", 1950-1968 (uniformity/assimilation); and the "self
determination" period, I 968-the present (uniqueness/separatism)" (4).
As an autonomous unit, the Wampanoag Tribe of Aquinnah negotiate a daily relationship
with

non~Wampanoag residents,

always reassessing their relative position regarding

sovereignty disputes at the local, regional, and national level and maintainIDg a
centralized state-like political organization.
Another dynamic of the James Bay Cree conflict that bears comparison with
Nomans Land is the role of public opinion in creating a narrative on what Niezen calls
"the [local response to sodal crisis" (II). Discussing the negotiations that contributed to
the James Bay agreement. Niezen describes bow tribal perceptions about what testimony
the Cree sbould give were not met by the questions asked of the tribe. He writes that
"[the Cree] probably Dmagined they would be asked to talk abol!Jt the kind of life they
had on the land... the fears they had about losing their way of lIife to bulldozers and
irising waters" ..James O'Reilly, a lawyer for the Cree and Inuift plaintiffs complained,
"the cross-examiners were wanting the Indian witnesses to be like computers, to
produce all sorts of figures and documents that should more properly be sought
elsewhere" (68-69).
Similar to the meetings between the Wampanoag and federal and state authonties.
examinations of local Cree reflect the ways bl:1fe3ucratic procedure, in trymg to be
"systematic" and "scientific," ultimately prevents 'the surfacing of certain points, of view.
Whoever controls the process decides both what is considered "biased corrunentary" and
what is not as well as the scope of narrative testimony. In looking at the impact of these
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controls on native populations, Niezen shows the problems procedural questioning bas in
obtaining testimony from tribal elders.
"Narra6ve testimony can cover an extremely wide range of topics. Elders in
particular tend not to be pinned down by spe.cific questions but Tet their femarks range
over their entire life experience" (90).

In the case of Noman.s Land. the narratives that seem to be suppressed most are those
from people who, despite being in a position to provide anecdotes about the extent of
damage done to the island during the war years, and despite expertise in the fields of
public health and risk assessment, have been labeled as "biased" due to Itheir involvement
wilh the tribe.

In contrast to James Bay, one aspect of Nomans Land that differentiates itself is
the dominant role of the military in negotiations. In this respect, Hawaii provides an
interesting counterexample. The experience of indigeRous groups on Hawaii share
similarities with the Wampanoag, for "the livelihood of traditional Hawaiians is based on
a complicated set of relations in a powerful environment of land and sea" (LaDuke, 171).
Winona LaDuke, writing in All Our Relations. quotes the attitudes one fishing family
expressed about the lcmd. Evoking ideas of stewardship. rather than ownership in
Hawaii, they said
"We know we don't own it, but we know that we belong to it... we don't own the
land ... but we take care of it. ..We believe God owns Ithe land, not peop~e" (171).
Unfortunately, Hawaii has been the site of the US military's Pacific Command
(pACOM) since World War II, thus leading to patterns of militarization on Da.tive Land
throughout the island system. LaDuke describes 'The Militarization of 'the Pacific" as
environmentally devastating, citing the Environmental Protection Agency's claim Ithat
"there are more federal hazardous waste sites in Hawai' i - 31 - than in any other US
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state. Many of these sites were contaminated by military activities" (173). In this
respect, Hawaii is similar to Nomans Land, though on a much larger scale. However,
unlike Nomans Land, change in Hawaii in the late seventies through to the mid-nineties
came steadily. LaDuke describes the motivating factors for mHitary action, writing that
"When ~the military] takes action, it is usually dle result of prodding by outside
groups or mandates by outside agencies. Even then, the military's protectiveness
seems directed toward itself rather than the environment" (174).
Unlike native populations in Hawaii, which benefited from the Protect
Kaho '0'1 awe Ohana (PKO)-Navy decree - the result of a 1976 civil suit in federal court
that "mandated that the Navy scale back their operations, begin economic restoration, and
clear surface ordnance" (LaDuke, 175)- progress in Martha's Vineyard has thus far
moved at the slow pace set by the Navy and more recently by the Department of Interior.
Perhaps it is only a matter of time before the Wampanoag reach an amenable agreement
with federal agencies, such as the] 994 Trust for Hawaiian Sovereign Nation. However,
it is important to note differences in the two cases, such as Nomans Land's uninhabited
state versus Hawaii's populated condition.
A third case for comparison is. with the disputes waged in Goose Bay, part of
Labrador Quebec (northeast Canada), where.. beginning in World War n and continuing
through the

~970s,

the Innu and other native populations faced threats from Dutch,

Gennan, and Bridsh Air Forces vying for control of the air space.32 The Canadian
Military claimed Goose Bay in 194~

in its determination to have abase linking North

America and Europe. By [952, the US Air Force signed a 20-year lease to the base,
ultimately expanding it into a NATO operation. The lnnu were most concerned in the

12

"Hunters and Bombers," Princeton, N.J. : Films for the Humanities & Sciences. 1991.
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1980s by the use of the region for low-flying training operations, arguing the harmful
effects on. me land. As LaDul<ie describes them,
"~t]he

sound of ~ow-Ievel: flights overhead is the specter that retwns day in and day
out to the Innu ...Many of those flights are between 75 and 100 meters above
ground.... the power of the shock wave at close range can lift the water off the lake
and tip a canoe and can, drive animals msane: foxes have been known to eat Itheir kits,
geese to drop their eggs mid-flight, as a consequence of the sonic boom" (54-55).
The efforts by the Innu against these military operations reflect a kind of

determiJilation that comes from bein.g stewards of the land. In a documentary on the
wu's actions to end the flight training runs, Innu women say that Ithey "used to be
afraid" but now felt "real power." Over time, it seems the Innu came to recognize 'the
need to actively protest governmental and military actions, arguing that "the govemment
wants to own us." In a hearing featured in the documentary, one Innu representative
expresses commonly-held native sentiments to ~he Canadian Minister of Indian Affairs,
saying ,that "weare rich in resources, we are rich in humanity... and we are real." As· of
yet, there is no image in the Wampanoag Tribe's efforts to dean up Nomans Land like
the 1987 protest LaDuke describes in "Sl'lutting Down -the Runway."
"There is an image I cannot get out of my mind. It is of an 80-year-old couple
shutting down the runway ...That image symbolizes the intensity of the commitment
of the Innu and the story of their resistance to the military" (57).
Despite ,this difference in the images ofJthe intensity of the struggle, the
Warnpanoag Tribe of Aquinnah seem no less committed to their cause lilian the Innu.
Like the Wampanoag, the Innu also faced their greatest barriers in overcoming perceived
notions of "science" as a detennining factor of truth and authority. Before the Innu
fmally achieved smaH victories in their disputes, their testimony "of massive disturbance
and damage was dismissed as "unscientific," even though the Department of National

,
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Defense (DND) had already been forced to compensate people for the damage the flights
had caused" (LaDuke, 56). An important distinction to be assessed between the Innu and
the Wampanoag is why, in the case of the Innu, the response has been activism to disrupt
the day-to-day activities of the State, whereas the Wampanoag have engaged in peaceful,
procedural activism.
Differences in their responses perhaps result from differences in the power
structure through which the Wampanoag must work. Being a Federally Recognized
Tribe in the US poses different constraints on action than the forms of tribal recognition
in the Canadian system. Furthermore, as I have tried to show in the preceding chapters,
the Wampanoag Tribe of Aquinnah, as part of a close network of island communities and
as part of a town with tribal and non-tribal residents, are impacted by many forces. In
order to understand the cleanup efforts on Nomans Land, one must evaluate the roles of
these institutions as well as the points of view they help create.
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Where Should I Go From Here?: Nomans Land In My Perspective
The effort to clean up Nomans Land raises important and troubling questions
about the relationship between sovereign tribal nations and state and federal
governments. These relationships, as I have illustrated in the preceding chapters, are
formed and maintained through perceptions of history and mythology, Aquinnah's·
development as both a tribal and non-tribal island community, networks of power
resulting from Martha's Vineyard's increasing dependency on a tourist economy, and
bureaucratic processes that set the pace of negotiations and establish "legitimate" avenues
for action. Furthermore, this conflict raises questions about the role of public health
concerns with regard to issues of tribal versus federal sovereignty.
Writing this concluding chapter to an honors thesis I began researching nearly
eleven months ago, I am left wondering how this paper can move beyond an
undergraduate academic setting and work to advance the cleanup effoI1S on Nomans
Land. After all, isn't one of the messages we hear at Commencement to take our skills
out into the "real world" and start making waves for positive change? Once at dinner in
the middle of my writing, I was lamenting about how I hoped this paper would not
simply sit on a shelf after being read, not serving any larger purpose. A friend turned to
me and commented that a thesis is an end in itself; it's not intended to be built upon and
used at a later date. Is that Why we choose to write one in our senior year - simply to
gain credit and recognition in our major? That seems contradictory to the mission of
liberal

arts

education. Many contemporary anthropological articles, especially the work

of Vine Deloria Jr., suggest that gained knowledge is not enough for the anthropologist
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working in this increasingly troubling world. Is my year-long attempt to understand the
cleanup of Nomans Land in all its layers simply an academic undertaking, or can it
amount to something of greater value?
Midway through the summer, after meeting with Beverly Wright about heF
perspective on the cleanup effoIt, we spoke briefly about how I shootd keep in touch with
the tribe after leaving the island in late August, 2003. Nan Doty, the tribe's education
director, who was basically my flrst point of contact. was leaving her position at the end
of August, around the same time I'd be returning to Colby. Wright said that Jeff Day, ,the
tribal ranger, would probably be the best person to contact with any additional questions I
had over the winter months. and she also asked that I send her a copy of the finished
paper. Over the course of my summer, several people and organizations expressed
interest in readin1g the end product of my thesis. including the tribe, the Bunch ofGrapes
bookstore (where I worked to fund my time on the island), and the relatives with whom I
stayed.
Thinking about this paper as an "end product," I've rea,Jized that my experience
researching this conflict was in many respects very personal. Most of my mother's
family li,ves on the island. and while none are direct descendants of the Wampanoag. her
aunt Connie, the one with whom I lived, has personal connections to both the
Wampanoag tribe and to Aquinnah. Interviewed in Vineyard Voices. Connie Leonard
reminisces about how, when she was
"fairly young. probably five, six, seven. years old, my uncle. Crosby Crocker, was
keeper of the Gay Head light...My mother and I used to go up there and visit ... 1 had
a really good time playing with the Vanderhoop girls, and I had a really good time up
there" (47).
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Most days when I returned from work or research, she would ask me 'about my
day. Connie always has a story to tel] about her more than oinety years on Martha's
Vineyard, and wh.iie I sometimes beard Ithe same story several times over the course of
the summer, there was always someiliing new to be gained. As [ reseaFched the
numerous images of Nomans Land throughout its history, I found that my.opinions were
shaped both from the stories of relatives and from a ch.iidhood of visits to the island.
Martha's Vineyard is one of my family's favorite spots for renting a cottage for one or
two weeks duriRg the summer, and at various moments during my research, I realized
that I had a personal attachment to the island's fate and the changing relationships
between the W,ampanoag Tribe and the otlIer is.land communities. In some of my ,earliest
memories of vacationing on Martha's Vineyard, I recall hearing about Nomans Land as
this mysterious bombing range neighboring a popular summer vacation spot. To a child~
the name "Nomans Landi' invites the imagination (I thought it was spelled and
pronounced "No Man's Land" until ~ began research)" and like others, I (00 romanticized
Nomans Land because of its shroud of unknowns.

~

Over the course of the summer, my research and my work at a bookstore
sympathetic to the tribe, as wen as my time spent living with relatives, blurred into one
continuous experience. I began to see the ways the smooth bureaucratic processes mask
certain realities and came to tmderstand the cleanup of Nomans Land as a tragic, but all
too-common story. The health risks posed to me region by repeated bombings and the
subsequent stalled efforts to fully dean up Nomans Land are part of what. Roth Behar
would call in The Vulnerable ObseC\'er, a "truly heart breaking" story. If this paper is the
"end product" of my summer of research and winter and spring of writing, I hope it to be
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an end only with respect to my undergraduate education. Simply researching and writing
about the complex dimensions of the Nomans Land conflict wi'thout expanding it into
posHmdergraduate action seems to fal:l under common criticisms of anthropology as a
discipline of inaction. Raising and exploring questions about stewardship, sovereignty,
and the broad network of power affecting relations between tribes (both federally
recognized and unrecognized), local, :state, and nationarJ. governments, and, other
organizations is only a beginning; the remaining question is how one moves from
analyzing issues of sovereignty to helping reform the policies that perpetuate conflicts
over sovereignty. Maybe the flrst place to start is by enabling more situations removed
from proced'ure-oriented bureaucratic spaces' to encourage ope.» dialogue and discussion.
The effort to clean up Nomans Land is a process that has extended from months
to yeali's, and even in my one-year relationship to the effort, I've been struck by its
staggeringly srO'w pace. Though the reports of an island study had just been published
shortly before I arrived, negotiations have not proceeded much further in the past year.
Looking at possible remedies for the system of tribaUstatelfederal negotiations, one
potential area for change is in the federal government's monopoly over the tempo of
action. There seems to be a double standard of pU!Dctuality. for the government can
always extend the process, stretching out studies for months at a time, whereas tribes
often. have little leeway in changing the pace. Furthermore, as the relationship of nation
to-nation status between ,tribes and the federal government evolves, contradictions
between Native American sovereignty and constraint by federal and state powers need to
be resolved.
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What makes Nomans Land such ali interesting issue for anthropology is that one
can not look 'to a single area Ite answer the question of why the restoration of Nomans
Land is so contentious. Perhaps, as Beverly Wright suggested, it is essentiaUy an
economic issue, and the United States government is simply unwilling to commit
millions of dollars to Nomans Land rather than other initiatives. Economics certainly
cannot be ignored. However, Ithe perceived heal,ul risk, when one looks at statistics of
cancer in Aquinnah compared to the rest of New England, is quite convincing and affects
more than just the tribe. Advocates for a more extensive cleanup range in opinions from
addressing the health problem posed by existing debris to desiring Nomans Land's
restoratiQn to a habitable state. Looking at the multiple perspectives on Ithe future of
NomaD'S Land ,and the actions of the ,triOe, environmental,and governmental
organizations reveals both a regional dilemma of environmental preservation and public
health and a complicated case of contested sovereignty.
illtimately, the question of sovereignty comes down to a debate over who has
responsibility and obligation over the island's future. Does the Department of Interior, as
the last organization to control Nomans Land, have the right to decide the extent of its
cleanup, or, considering the island's history, does tbe town of Chilmark or the Crane
Family Trust (if any part of it still exis'ts) have a claim to a stake in the outcome as
previous owners? Most imponant, what. claim do the Wampanoag Tribe of Aquinnah
have as a Federally Recognized Tribe with a right to both seek security from health risks
and to cultW'~ preservation? Furthermore, what kind of leverage can any social aotors in
the negotiations have over the bureaucratic process? Nomans Land represents the ways
procedure can mask realities and impede on progress. As a student of anthropology
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trying to understand all levels of the conflict, perhaps the answer to where I should go
from here is to strive for ways to reform a process that currently does not reflect the
realities of the dynamic relationships tribes and a surrounding network of institutions of
power form and maintain every day.
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Appendix:

Events in the Nomans Land Clean~Up Conflict Cinfonnation from Banks's History)
1602: GosDold. a European. "discovers" Nomans Land. His records include descriptions of
encounters with ,tribal peop1es.
April zstb, 1625: Mathew Mayhew declares the Manor of Martin's Vineyard. which includes
Nomans Land.
1653: Beginning of Martha's Vineyard government structure.
1674: first record of Indian ownership by Sachem Cascanabin.

1685: Governor Dongan invested Matthew Mayhew of lordship of Martha's Vineyard. including
Nomans Land.
1686; Deed involving the sale of balf of Cappoaquit (Wampanoag name for Nomans Land) from
Sachem Cascanabio to his brother. Tackquabin.
1689: ~sland came under possession of William Nichols of Islip, Long Island.
1714: Nomans Land officially annexed to Chilmark.
1715: Nichols seNs land to Jacob Norton. then of Newport RI (important Vineyard family).
Nomans Land ohanges ownership numerous ti-mes 'in the 18'" and 19th centuries.
1913/14: Joshua Crane of Boston acquires Nomans Land from its previous owners. who were
from Chilmark.
1931: Annie Wood publishes Noman's Land: 15k. Of Romance
Sept. Sib, 1952: Navy purchases property from Joshua Crane of Boston for $70,000. The Navy
had leased it from them since 1943.
May 1970: Joint Management Agreement signed between Departmern of Interior and Department
of Defense over the control and use of Nomans Land.
February-April 1987: Wampanoag Tribe of Gay Head (Aquinnah) gains federal recognition.
1996-1997: Environmental Baseline Survey (EBS) co.nducted by Foster Wheeler to identify the
conditions on Nomans Land. Supplemental EBS (SEBS) includes info from public interviews
and historical records.

1997-1998: Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) remediation on Nomans Land conducted by the
Department of Defense Explosives Safety Board (DDESB), Underground Storage Tack (UST)
removal. UXO debris/solid waste removal.
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Ongoing since '98: Comprehensive Si.te Assessments by Foster Wheeler followed by recorded
responses from the public, tribal officials, community members, environmental groups. and
Horsley & Witten: Phase I Limited Site Investigation, Phase n Comprehensive Site Assessment,
.Phase ITA Supplement Compo Site Assessment

SEBS Schedule:
Issue draft SEBS report for review: 1110/03
Close Technical Review Cornminee (TRC) comment period: 2114/03
Final SEBS report: 2/28103
Draft SEBS Scope of Work (SOW): 3/10/03
9lb TRC Meeting, Draft SEBS SOW: 3/03
Issue Final SEBS SOW: 5/10103
Conduct SEBS SOW field program: 6-7/03

Comparative Demographic Data:
1960 Census:
Gay Head total population: 103 (mostly Wampanoag)
Source: US Census Bureau, Census 1960 (printed in Labov)
2000 Census:
Aquinnah total population: 344
One Race
White: 184
Black or African American: I
American Indian or Alaskan Native: 126
Two or more races: 30
Race alone or in combination with others:
White: 207
Black or African American: 17
American Indian and Alaskan Native: 148
Source: US Census Bureau, Census 2000
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Views of Nomans Land·

...." .........

•

Map of Cape Cod and the southern coastline of Massachusetts. Includes Martha's
Vineyard, Nantucket, and Nomans Land (approximately 2.7 miles southwest of Martha's
Vineyard).

•

Aerial photograph of Nomans Land from 1971, showing the landing strip, bombing
targets, and other military structures. To the south of the island, in restricted waters, is
the wake of a small power boat.
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Topographic map showing Nomans Land as a U.S. Navy air to ground target with a
designated restricted zone. The landing strip is marked on the southwest comer of the
island.

The south shore of Nomans Land, showing its sand and clay cliffs.
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Nomans Land is officially closed to public visits; however, the Navy and the US Fish and
Wildlife Service confIrm accounts from Martha's Vineyard residents of frequent
trespassing.

UXO's found during 1998 surface cleanup:

Over 11,000 pieces of ordnance and debris were removed during the 1998 island surface
cleanup by the Navy. At this point, the Navy declared UXO removal complete to the
ex.tent required for the island's use as a wildlife refuge restricted from public use.
Inaccessible and sensitive wetland areas were not cleared, and shallow near-shore waters,
frequently trespassed, were only visually inspected.
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The image above and left is from the 1998 surface cleanup, where crews gathered UXO's
on the beach to be removed. The item above and right is an image of spent ordnance that
mayor may not have been unex loded.

•
The Department of Environmental Protection is continuously working with the Navy and
the Department of Interior to determine the risk ordnance, like the ones pictured above.
• All photos and facts obtained from the MA DEP: BWSC Nomans Land Island Waste Site Cleanup
webpage: http://www.state.ma.usldeplbwsclfileslRandRlNLl/oliuxo.htm
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